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Abstract 
"The Inspiration to Activism: Mark Twain and Kurt Vonnegut as Hopeful 
Critics of Humanity," posits that although both authors have been considered 
pessimists and even fatalists, a study of No. 44, The Mysterious qtranger and 
Slaughterhouse-Five supports that they do maintain hope for improvement. 
Based on a study of philosophical theories regarding human nature, free will, 
and moral responsibility, Chapter One, "The Literary Presentation of a Social 
Philosophy" discusses textual evidence which leads the reader to understand what 
both Twain and Vonnegut thought about the pos.sibility of free will and moral 
responsibility. Consideration is given to the dynamics present when an individual 
interacts with both the small community and with society at large. The chapter 
concludes that both authors see potential for greater humanity within the context of 
the community but that they also understand that society in general suppresses free 
will. 
lll 
Chapter two, "Historical and Fictional Narratives: Versions of Truth" employs 
the tenets of New Historicism to analyze the implications of employing fiction to 
challenge history. Both texts challenge institutional control of truth and declare that 
events should remain open to interpretation. To Twain and Vonnegut, truth-value 
must be gauged according to the expectation that any truthful interpretation of reality 
should encourage sympathy and humanity rather than injustice and cruelty. 
"The Artist-Activist: Hope Despite Despair," the third chapter, considers the 
effectiveness of Twain and Vonnegut as activists by studying the characteristics that 
enable their accessibility -- humor, ethics, and literary style. This chapter also 
examines the role of the imagination to create a vision for change and to implement 
that vision, concluding that as artists, Vonnegut and Twain achieve the goals of the 
artist-activist with a balance of satire, didacticism, and accessibility. 
lV 
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Introduction 
In a lecture in April of 2003 at the Mark Twain House in Hartford, 
Connecticut, Kurt Vonnegut shared that his great-grandfather's name was Clemens 
Vonnegut, a fact that delights Vonnegut because of his admiration for Samuel 
Clemens. He then traced the meaning of "Clemens" to the word "clement," defining 
it as "lenient and compassionate" ("Strange Weather" 3). In this personal glimpse, 
Vonnegut intimates his motivating writing philosophy and suggests that he follows 
upon a tradition established by Mark Twain. Both authors adopted critical views 
towards their respective governments' actions that led to an increasingly negative 
view towards humanity's ability to control its instincts to dominate and destroy rather 
than improve and create. Vonnegut's symbiotic relationship with Twain rests upon 
their shared view that a lust for power among the few and desire for acceptance 
among the many overcomes common sense and humanity, and that this dichotomy 
has occurred in American society in their respective lifetimes. Vonnegut's 
Slaughterhouse-Five and Twain's No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger demonstrate 
similar artistic approaches to critiquing humanity's seeming penchant for violence. 
Humankind's need or desire to create and honor art speaks to art's ability to 
express powerful truths, and the literary art of Mark Twain and Kurt Vonnegut 
demonstrate this power. Through their fiction, and particularly through the texts of 
No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger and Slaughterhouse-Five, both authors depict 
human nature, examining humanity's cruelty as well as its altruism. They also 
illustrate broader society's influence on individuals, questioning whether it 
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encourages humanity or depravity. A consideration of historical truths through 
fiction treads the line between reality and fantasy in a way that allows both authors to 
question accepted interpretations of historical events which devalue human life or 
allow for continued injustice that are by nature morally insensitive and therefore 
false. Using accessible writing styles and ethics, Twain and Vonnegut appeal to a 
wide range of readers and encourage activism, presenting along with their satire a 
model of ethical behavior and a vision for change. 
The first chapter of this thesis considers what these authors have to say 
regarding free will and moral responsibility. Both No. 44 and Slaughterhous?-Five 
have been read by some as completely deterministic and fatalistic, yet there are strong 
indications that neither author comfortably or consistently supports such a view. 
Characters who espouse determinism and exhibit cruelty exist in each narrative, yet 
there are also characters who reject inhumanity and value choice. To inform the 
discussion of human nature, free will, and moral responsibility, Chapter One lays out 
the pertinent representative philosophical considerations from theorists such as 
Michel Foucault, Noam Chomsky, Satya Mohanty, and P.F. St�awson. Cpomsky 
proposes that novels can provide legitimate studies of huinan nature, and accordingly, 
the characters of both No. 44 and Slaughterhouse-Five are subject to such a study. In 
Slaughterhouse-Five, the focus is on characters connected to war, so tjie text will 
offer insights regarding what sort of portrait of human nature is created under war's 
shadow. In No. 44, this focus rests more on chara,cters acting on.behalf of organized 
religion. In both texts, a series of questions regarding human nature are addressed. 
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Do characters exhibit brute emotion and selfish cruelty, and if so, are they tolerated or 
accepted by other characters? Or can the authors provide redemption through 
characters that reject inhumanity? Are cruel characters aberrations of humanity or do 
they reflect the norm? When Augustffheodore and Billy Pilgrim are edttcated 
regarding human nature, what lessons are they taught? Most importantly, are these 
lessons valid conclusions that readers can act upon, or are they meant to be 
questioned? 
As relates to human nature, each author considers the extent to which the 
individual experiences free will and whether humanity chooses to be crµel. Twain's 
character, 44/Traum, believes that despite the morality humankind claims to possess, 
humankind alone of all living creatures practices cruelty purposefully: "When a brute 
inflicts pain he does it innocently; it is not wrong, for him there is no such thing as 
wrong. And he does not inflict pain for the pleasure of inflicting it-only man does 
that" (669). This character does occasionally feel some compassion for humanity, 
perhaps because humanity cannot help its depravity: "But, after all, it is not a)l 
ridiculous; there is a sort of pathos about it when one remembers how few are your 
days, how childish your pomps, and what shadows you are!" (671). Tqis sense of 
helplessness reduces the human to a machine: "Every man is a suffering-machine 
and a happiness-machine combined" (586). If humans are limited machines, can they 
be responsible for their behavior? The Mysterious Stranger's narrator suggests not: 
"how foolish people are when they blame themselves for anything they have done" 
(710). 
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Slaughterhouse-Five also suggests an inability to control anything: "Among 
the things Billy Pilgrim could not change were the past, the present, and the future" 
(77). Tralfamadorians "pitied Earthlings for being able to see only three 
(dimensions]" (33), believing that the Tralfamadorian niore comprehensi've view of 
the world could alleviate suffering. Billy challenges this theory, wondering what the 
Tralfamadorians then do with free will, and their response is that, of"ihirty-one 
inhabited.Planets in the universe,( . . .  ] only on earth is there any talk of free will" 
(109). Eventually, the Tralfamadorians reveal that they cannot control their own 
destinies either, despite knowing, for example, that a particular test pilot will 'destroy 
the world at a certain moment, for "the moment is structured that way" (149). This 
powerless nature of humanity informs Vonnegut's art, as his narrator siates: "There 
are almost no characters in this story, and almost no dramatic confrontations, because 
mo�t of the people in it are so sick and so much the listless playthings of enormous 
forces" (208). Free will is discussed further in the thesis, as the level to which one 
experiences it is central to any ensuing view of human nature and to the role of an 
artist in countering society's ills. 
After the discussion of free will, Chapter One then deliberates on moral 
responsibility, considering the extent to which humans can be held responsible for 
their choices. Do Vonnegut and Twain overcome the temptation of fatalism or do 
they embrace it? Is there any evidence of free will? Are characters held morally 
responsible for their actions, either by other characters, the narrator, or the reader? 
The legitimacy of the Tralfamadorians and 44/Traum again play a role here, for if one 
rejects their argument then one can then accept both free will and moral 
responsibility. The issue of moral responsibility also relates to the purpose of an 
artist-activist, which is discussed in more detail in Chapter Three. 
Chapter Two deliberates the nature of historical truth, taking the critical 
approach of New Historicism. In both The Mysterious Stranger and Slaughterhouse­
Five, the texts suggest that society is structured around lies, or at the least, 
misconceptions, and each novel attempts to reveal truths, while at the same time 
clouding the source of truth with questionable credibility. Eliot Rosewater in 
Slaughterhouse-Five takes the false nature of purported truths for granted, and 
understands them as necessary for order. He comments to a psychiatrist that "you 
guys are going to have to come up with a lot of wonderful new lies, or people just 
aren't going to want to go on living" (129). The chapter discusses the difficulty of 
assessing truth-value in both historical and fictional accounts and suggests that one 
must assume a level of distortion in all presentations of truth, whether that 
presentation comes from the church, government, or even historians and novelists 
claiming a completely objective stance. Further, this chapter considers the role of 
time travel and dream elements in supporting each author's exploration of the nature 
of truth. Both devices allow for varied interpretations of the texts and this may be 
indicative of the way in which one should consider all narrative, whether historical or 
fictional. 
Building on Hayden White's theory of historiography, the chapter discusses 
the closed nature of some historical narratives and the attempts of Twain and 
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Vonnegut to question whether these narratives are legitimately closed or whether 
entities with a selfish interest work to prevent new interpretations of past events. 
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How does one define truth? What sorts of truths do historical narratives within the 
texts propose? What benefit may there be to controlling history, and how can a writer 
of fiction challenge historical narratives? Once the challenge has been successful, 
what standards must be employed to consider alternative versions of truth? Both 
authors attempt to rewrite history, and Chapter Two studies the implications of these 
revisions to historical narrative. Employing time-travel, both novels eschew temporal 
restrictions to narrative and confront a linear view of history, enabling a 
reinterpretation of history that ironically questions history's meaning. Are the 
conclusions drawn from the abilities of characters to transcend temporality 
legitimate? Crimelda Toledo Lee suggests not: "[t]he detached cool that Billy 
develops seems to be too detached for Vonnegut" (989). Again, what standards 
should be applied? Adding to the textured layers of both novels in their presentations 
of truths, No. 44 and Slaughterhouse-Five portray characters proposing and accepting 
truths with little consideration of these questions, and then they relate the 
consequences, for individuals and society, of their characters' faulty judgments. 
The third chapter explores the techniques both Twain and Vonnegut employ 
to appeal to the reader. Accessibility is crucial to the message of the artist-activist. 
Accordingly, Chapter Three considers three characteristics that may enhance the 
accessibility of these texts -- their ethic, literary style, and humor. This study of the 
ethical appeal of each text questions both authors' approaches -- are they resolute or 
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amendable, and which would enable a more effective activist message? The literary 
styles of each work must also be considered. Chapter Three discusses the techniques 
of each author and draws conclusions regarding whether their styles enable or impede 
accessibility. 
Humor is undoubtedly a commonality for these authors and this chapter 
deliberates on its role in enhancing their activism. Forty-four/Traum suggests that the 
only "one really effective weapon" humankind has to counter its depravity is 
laughter. Both Twain and Vonnegut embrace humor as a medicine, described by 
44/Traum: "Power, money, persuasion, supplication, persecution- these can lift at a 
colossal humbug-push it a little-weaken it a little, century by century, but only 
laughter can blow it to rags and atoms at a blast" (736). Vonnegut appreciated the 
use of humor i� Twain, stating that Twain had the ability to make Americans 
"appreciate really important, really moral jokes" ("Strange Weather Lately" I), and 
t 
Vonnegut gave the gift of humor to Billy Pilgrim: "His voice was a gorgeous· 
instrument. It told jokes which brought down the house. It grew serious, told jokes 
again, and ended on a note of humility" (63). Alan Gribben char�cterizes Twain's 
humor as "[t]he foe of humbug, explicitly rebelling against' outworn' Romantic forms 
and themes," and as a humorist Gribben places him in "a progression that has led to 
the stand-up insults ofW.C. Fields as well as Lenny Bruce" (48). A question to 
consider in relation to the humor of both works is whether it merely entertains the 
reader or whether it serves a larger purpose in light of Twain and Vonnegut's activist 
intentions. 
After discussing the accessibility of both works, Chapter Three examines the 
satiric and didactic nature of No. 44 and Slaughterhouse-Five . Do Twain and 
Vonnegut balance their depictions of the inhumanities of life with evidence of 
morality? When asked by a reader of In These TifJ1,es why the American public can 
follow a leader who exhibits "no sense, no reason, no moral grounds," Vonnegut 
{ i � � 
replies that an answer can be found in The Mysterious $tranger,_ in which Twain 
"proves to his own grim satisfaction, and to mine as well,. that 44ff raum and not God 
created the planet Earth and 'the damned human race'" ("Dear Mr. Vonnegut" 3). lf 
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the race is damned, one may ask why the artist bothers creating works that offer more 
than aesthetic values. This thesis does not assume a hopelessly negative view of 
humanity, for this would render any artistic activism futile. Although doubtful about 
their ability to persuade those who could actually affect policy change, both authors 
were driven to claim the author's privilege to speak. Chapter Three considers, instead, 
what evidence of hope for redemption exists in these works, especially in relation to 
the power of an artist and in the creative act. Are Vonnegut and Twain atJist-
activists? Unarguably, they are critical of humanity, but do they believe in the 
possibility of positive change in individuals or in broader society? Is there indeed, as 
Jason Horn claims of Twain, evidence of "the selfs freedom and ability to envision 
and enact its own divine potential?" (108). The question this thesis attempts to answer 
is whether No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger and Slaughterhouse-Five provide 
evidence of hope. 
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Chapter 1: The Literary Presentation of a Social Philosophy 
In No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger and Slaughterhouse-Five, Mark Twain 
and Kurt Vonnegut explore the basic nature of humanity, including a deliberation 
about free will and its relationship to moral responsibility. Sharing a basic cynicism 
about human nature, both authors demonstrate humanity's depravity, especially when 
viewed through the "wise philosopher" figures of 44/Phillip Traum and the 
Tralfamadorians. Both authors also temper their judgments against humanity' with a 
compassion that softens the negative view about human nature typically attributed to 
both novels. A fatalistic view concerning humanity does not distinguish these authors 
from most satirists, but the marriage of bitter cynicism to gentle compassion and 
humor does. This compassion finds root in the ambiguous and even contradiclory 
theories the works develop regarding human nature. Kathryn Hume obser.ves in 
Vonnegut something I believe also exists in Twain: a "tension between the pessimism 
born of experience and the optimism stemming from background and values" ( 429). 
The moral ambiguity of each work lends it to an open discussion of the subject of 
human nature and presents challenges to determining the authors' intended views. 
Before one attempts to distill an opinion of human nature from these texts, it 
is important to consider theories of human nature generally laid forth by philosophers. 
Theories range between two polarities -- that humans operate according to 
individually selfish motivations, either consciously or subcot'lsciously, or that humans 
altruistically desire to contribute to and benefit from a nurturing community. While 
one may instinctively, as many critics do, categorize both Twain and Vonnegut in the 
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camp that describes human nature as inherently selfish, textual evidence suggests that 
this conclusion cannot be drawn categorically. A study of these authors' views 
regarding human nature, free will, and moral responsibility must consider the 
behaviors of characters individually and under societal influence as well as the 
response to those behaviors by other characters. In both texts, societal influence 
varies in nature. The individual acts within families and small communities, but also 
under broader social influences, such as the power structures of-institutions of 
government and religion. 
In "Can Our Values Be Objective? On Ethics, Aesthetics, and Progressive 
Politics," Satya P. Mohanty considers human nature as described by Michel Foucault 
and Noam Chomsky. Foucault, she argues, limits thought regarding· human nature 
because he believes that it cannot be described in the discourses of social order and 
institutional power structures that suppress that nature, which are the only discourses 
available. Concluding that such theorizing is impossible under Foucault's argument, 
Mohanty finds Chomsky's approach to human nature more tenable because it allows 
for the possibility of definition while at the same time acknowledging potential 
limitations due to language and cultural restraints (810-12). Chomsky disagrees with 
a Western view of human nature as materialistically selfish, pointing to family life as 
evidence against a belief that humanity is self-seeking. He believes that human 
nature flourishes best in communities where people demonstrate "a capacity not only 
to understand the motivations, thoughts, and feelings of::others, but also to sympathize 
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with and put oneself in another's place" (Wilson 243). Chomsky admits the difficulty 
of studying human nature and allows for fiction as an exploratory tool: 
We don't know anything about human nature. If we're rational we 
know that it exists and undoubtedly there are very powerful biological 
constraints on the way we think, what we do, what we conceptualize, 
what we imagine and our fears and hopes, etc. But about what they 
are, you can learn more from a novel than from the sciences. You 
operate on the basis of your hopes. ( qtd in Wilson 241) 
While Chomsky suggests the difficulty of empirical, objective study of human nature, 
Mohanty provides a defense for the possibility of such a study. She posits that since 
studies of human behavior can indeed be methodological, and contemplation of 
historical and social spheres can also be analyzed, it is possible to draw objective 
conclusions about human nature. As guidance for one seeking to draw such 
conclusions, she poses her own list of questions to consider in defining human nature: 
How much fruitful cooperation and interchange are humans capable 
of? Are altruism and the capacity for sympathy for others fully 
. realized in the societies with which we are familiar[ ... ]? To what 
extent are human cognitive powers dependent on the affective 
dimension of our lives, and how does affective growth expand even 
our theoretical imagination? (816) 
The many considerations laid forth throughout the history of philosophy and the 
specific views of Foucault, Chomsky, and Mohanty are offered as a foundation on 
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which to consider human nature as illustrated by No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger and 
Slaughterhouse-Five. Both texts point to Chomsky's theory regarding the role of the 
individual in community, but they also question whether humans can or do ascribe 
moral responsibility rationally. While Twain and Vonnegut present characters with 
altruistic tendencies, they also suggest that the power structures of society act apart 
from and even negatively upon individual humanity's goodness. 
Criticism supports the assumption that Twain and Vonnegut hold bleak views 
concerning human nature. In Slaughterhouse-Five, human nature's flaws are most 
evident in the characters Billy Pilgrim meets during or in relation to his war 
experience. In a symbolic parallel to the vengeful motivation of many wars, these 
characters typically justify thei� cruelty as deserved by their victims. Early in the 
novel, while visiting his ailing mother in the hospital, Billy finds a book stuffed into 
the cushions of a chair in the waiting room. Written by William Bradford Huie, this 
book justifies the execution of Private Eddie D. Slovik for cowardice, arguing that 
this is necessary "to maintain that discipline upon which alone an army can succeed 
against the enemy" (57). Roland Weary, with whom Billy is captured, both verbally 
and physically abuses Billy because his awkwardness puts them at risk of capture. 
Worse, he blames Billy for somehow breaking up his "friendship" with the two 
scouts, and after they leave, Weary exacts his revenge. "It was entirely Billy's fault 
that his fighting organization no longer existed, Weary felt, and Billy was going to 
pay" (64). He then beats Billy and is prevented from Killing him only by the German 
soldiers who capture them. Paul Lazarro, the character designated to kill Billy, as the 
confirms and Billy describes when discussing his upcoming death with an audience, 
is also motivated by revenge, having promised the �ying Weary to kill Billy. These 
examples illustrate a selfish, cruel human nature, motiyated by brute emotion. The . •' 
reader, however, perceives Billy's innocence in causiJ!g Weary's trouble, and thus 
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Lazarro's desire for revenge against Billy on behalf of Weary parallels the role of the 
Allies in the Dresden bombing in their faulty understanding of the potential effects of 
or reasons for one's actions. 
The reader must acknowledge, however, the attitude towards these selfish, 
cruel behaviors implied by the narrator or by other characters. Are they considered 
indicative of general human nature? Studying the response of characters to the 
selfishness and cruelty of others, one finds that the text reacts negatively to such 
behavior. At first, Bertram Rumfoord, who shares Billy's hospital room after his 
plane crash, treats Billy with disrespect and disdain, expressing annoyance at Billy's 
sleep-talking and refusing to respond when Billy begins speaking to him about 
Dresden. Instead, he insists that Billy has echolalia and is merely repeating what he's 
heard. In regards to Dresden, Rumfoord justifies the bombing as a necessary 
retaliation for German acts and expresses more sympathy for the men who had to 
carry out the bombing than for the civilian victims (254). The response to Rumfoord 
described by the narrator places him in the minority, however: "The staff thought 
Rumfoord was a hateful old man, conceited and cruel. He often said to them, in one 
way or another, that people who were weak deserved to die. Whereas the staff, of 
course, was devoted to the idea that weak people should be helped as much as 
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possible, that nobody should die" (247). Not only does the narrator share a negative 
judgment of Rumfoord, but also the entire hospital staff, characterized as 
compassionate. The hospital staffs reaction to Rumfoord's inhumane views suggests 
that selfishness and cruelty cannot be assumed in all individuals or even in a majority 
of people. 
The response to Lazarro is similar to the reaction to Rumfoord. Lazarro is 
considered "insane" by Billy Pilgrim (181). Edgar Derby expresses shock when 
Lazarro mentions a friend: "You have friends?" ( 179). In two paragraphs tellingly 
placed together, Edgar Derby writes loving letters to his wife, reassuring her' of his 
safety, while Lazarro talks to himself about future crimes he plans to commit and 
even women he will rape. Lazarro is obviously to be considered an anomaly: "If he 
had been a dog in a city, a policeman would have shot him and sent his head to a 
laboratory, to see if he had rabies" (183). Other characters do not accept individuals 
such as Lazarro or Weary as normal representations of human nature but father as 
malevolent elements of society. The reader can conclude that while Vonnegut does 
describe tJie depravity in human nature, he also asserts that this depravity is not 
• 
prevalent, and those who display it are judged negatively. However, they ate 
tolerated, and although morally judged, characters such as Rumfoofd, Lazarro, and 
Weary are not held responsible for their cruelty. The narrative doesn't present them 
with fateful consequences, there is no concept of eternal dan'l.Mtion, and they don't 
feel stigmatized by society. The ability of individuals to rightly judge behaviors as 
inhumane doesn't seem to translate to any tangible results of this judgment. 
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By presenting characters such as Lazarro, Weary, and Rumfoord, Vonnegut 
forces the reader to react, likely with more disgust than the characters that respond to 
them in the novel. The ineffectual response these characters have is explained by the 
narrator: "There are almost no characters in this story, and almost no dramatic 
confrontations, because most of the people in it are so sick and so much the listless 
playthings of enormous forces" (208). Hopefully, the reader, far removed from the 
historical events that cause the dissolution of Vonnegut's characters, will engage in an 
emotional and logical "psychic exercise," as Robert Scholes describes, to" help us 
keep our humanity in shape, ready to respond to the humanity of others" (82). 
The selfishness and cruelty exhibited by characters in No. 44, The Mysterious 
Stranger dominate the narrative much more than in Slaughterhouse-Five. In both the 
first-published Paine/Duneka version, The Chronicle of Young Satan, and the now 
more accepted version, No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger, the narrator, 
Theodore/ August, starts out as an idealist regarding human nature. It is through his 
interactions with 44/Traum that he learns of the cruelty inherent in hutp.an nature. He 
learns, for example, that a selfish longing for the admiration of others e�ists even in 
himself: "It is not for me to deny that I was one of 44's enviers. If I hasfn't been, I 
should have been no natural boy" (246). Later, 44 confirms this aspect of human 
nature. When he takes August to the past to see Johann Brinker rescue. Father Adolf 
from icy water to subsequently experience, not thanks, but catastrophic debilitation, 
' . 
he comments that before the incident, Brinker had enjoyed success as an artist, 
bringing recognition to his entire family. "It was a happy family! and was suddenly 
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become courted, caressed and -:- envied, of course, for that is human. To be envied is 
the human being's chiefest joy" (32 1). August's desire for praise even leads to deceit, 
such as when his actions bring the marriage of his Duplicate character, Emil 
Schwartz, to the woman August loved. Although be intended the opposite effect, he 
still praises himself for causing Emil's happiness, declarillg that "it was natural for me 
to take credit of it and feel a little proud of it, for I was human"' (364). Twain endows 
many of his characters with this jealousy, and most of the conflict in the novel ste�s 
from envy and a desire for admiration. 
These examples of selfish behavior are mild in comparison to the cruelty of 
Paul Lazarro and Roland Weary in Slaughterhouse-Five. Twain does present, 
however, more extreme illustrations of human depravity. Phillip Traum takes 
Theodor to a French factory village where they witness tired, poorly garbed women 
and children working fourteen hours a day and living in disease-ridden slums. "The 
proprietors are rich and very holy, but the wage they pay their poor brothers and 
sisters of theirs is only enough to keep them from dropping dead with hunger" (67 1). 
The profiteers are described as leaders "whom you slave for, fight for, die for, and are 
not ashamed of it but proud . . .  who are mendicants supported by your alms, yet 
assume toward you the airs of a benefactor toward beggar" (720). The mild envy 
attributed to August and the Brinker family is minor in comparison to the suffering 
experienced by these factory workers. The cruelty of the printers and the printshop 
master's wife, Frau Stein, towards 44 also demonstrate something closer to cruelty: 
"now and then a leg was shoved out and he tripped over it" and "Frau Stain made him 
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share the dog's dinner in the corner" (244-5). Out ofbasjc hatred or jealousy, they 
ostracize and abuse him, forcing him to eat the dog's scraps, striking him as he walks 
past them, and verbally ridiculing him. Then there's Father Adolf, who in No. 44, 
finds enjoyment in burning women accused of witchcraft, and in The Chr.onicle 
conspires to destroy the reputation and even life of Father Peter. Traum concludes 
that of all living creatures, only humans practice cruelty purposefully: "When a brute 
inflicts pain he does it innocently; it is not wro.ng, for him there is no such.thing as 
wrong. And he does not inflict pain for the pleasure of inflicting it-only man does 
that" ( 669). The cruelty evident among these characters verifies what readers observe 
in Twain, and Forest Robinson notes: "Twain was never far from contemp,t for 
humans" (236). 
As in Slaughterhouse-Five, the fact that some characters condemn 
uncompassionate behavior suggests that Twain saw a redemptive element in human 
nature, although the cruel characters in No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger are more 
plentiful and less condemned by the community than those in Slaughterhouse-Five. 
Nonetheless, there is a notable response to this depravity in human nature, and it's not 
from the narrator alone. Theodore comments that "[i]n any community there is 
always a fair proportion of people who are not malicious or unkind by nature" and 
that "ordinarily their good and gentle influence was felt." When those townspeople 
do exhibit cruelty towards a suspected witch, he observes that "t\lese were not 
ordinary times" ( 68 1 ). The suggestion that cruel actions are irregularities parallels the 
claim Vonnegut makes that his characters are "sick" due to the political conditions of 
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war surrounding them. A number of characters in No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger 
register disapproval of the negative behavior of those around them. Heinrich Stein; 
the master of the print shop; Katrina, the motherly cook; Doangivadam, the traveling 
printer; Marget Regen, the master's niece; and August Feldner, the narrator, all 
express disapproval, sometimes vocally, of the cruelty exhibited by other characters, 
especially in defense of 44ffraum. Although a desire for self-protection often 
prevents these characters from acting on their judgment, there are occa�ions when a 
character rises up with moral fervor to defend the weak, such as Katrina's matronly 
care for 44 and Doangivadam's stand against the printers. While these examples don't 
counter the negative aspect of human nature already established, they do force readers 
to emotionally and intellectually exercise their own humanity as described by Robert 
Scholes -- "psychic exercise" which can "help us keep our humanity in shape" (82). 
In doing so, the reader may question whether Twain's view of humanity is indeed 
entirely pessimistic. 
If one views these stories as the experience of Billy Pilgrim and 
Theodore/August awakening from innocence to experience, then the conclusion that 
comes out of this experience must be of the cruel nature of humanity, especially in 
No. 44, in which August, in Susan Harris's interpretation, "learns the secret of the 
human condition" (43). One can see, however, what Kathryn Hume identifies as a 
"tension" between the knowledge of experience and th� hope of optimism. As 
illustrated by the texts, both authors acknowledge at least a germ of the altruism 
Chomsky identifies in humanity, but where Chomsky sees the ability of individuals to 
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be giving and sympathetic when in a community, both Twain and Vonnegut question 
whether community under certain conditions edifies or demoralizes the individual. 
Mohanty poses the question of whether the capacity for sympathy can be fully 
realized in society, and this is perhaps most illumining to consider in regards to both 
texts. As the discussion in the previous paragraphs suggests, individuals have the 
ability to sympathize (the hospital workers and Katrina), but some individuals don't 
always act on that ability (Weary and the printers)_. 
In Slaughterhouse-Five, the text supports Chomsky's view of humankind as 
capable of understanding and empathy, both individually and within a small 
community. The narrator describes his community of friends in Schenectady after the 
war, commenting that "the kindest and funniest ones, the ones who hated war the 
most, were the ones who'd really fought" (13). The characterization of some veterans 
as "kind" suggests an element of human nature that can survive the demoralizing 
impact of combat. This kindness is also emphasized in the account of the Children's 
Crusade, an event from which Vonnegut derives the subtitle to the novel. Children 
being sold into slavery mistakenly arrived in Genoa, where "[t]hey wete fed and 
sheltered and questioned kindly by good people there -- then given a little money and 
a lot of advice and sent back home" (21). Vonnegut also endows Billy Pilgrim with 
altruistic intentions; for example, he wants to share the wisdom he's gained from the 
Tralfamadorians with the world so that he can "comfort so many people with the 
truth." At the risk of his daughter's anger and the ridicule.of a society he's trying to 
reach, Billy wants to help the "lost and wretched" (35-36)'. "Billy's naive but 
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optimistic view of human nature evidences itself in the image that he sees in the 
corporal's boots when he's captured: "Adam and Eve in the golden depths. They 
were naked. They were so innocent, so vulnerable, so eager to behave decently" (68). 
The picture of human nature signified in this image reflects at least some aspect of 
that of the veterans in Schenectady, the people of Genoa, and Billy Pilgri,m himself. 
Although these examples do present opposition to the Jypical characterization 
of Vonnegut's pessimistic view of human nature, Mohanty's question regarding the 
ability of human sympathy to prevail in society should be considered . .ijumap, 
behavior can be considered in light of the individual, the small community, and 
broader society. In some cases in S/aughterhouse-Five0 a small community 
encourages compassion. When the prisoners of war are contained in a boxcar, "the 
human beings were quiet and trusting and beautiful. They shared" (90). They take 
turns standing and sleeping. Their common suffering reinforces the positive aspects 
of their nature. Identification with a community also inspires a moment of heroism in 
the novel, which the narrator specifically remarks upon. He declares that although 
during war "people are discouraged from being characters," Edgar Derby becomes 
one when he stands up to Howard Campbell, an American expatriate turned Nazi 
propagandist who had just invited the American prisoners-of-war to fight with 
Germany against Russia (209). It seems plausible that Vonnegut wants the reader to 
acknowledge the loving aspects of human nature despite evidence, notably 
symbolized in the Dresden bombing, of human nature's depravity, especially when 
human nature is influenced by broader social pressure rather than by a small 
community. But the reader is indeed reminded of this depravity several times, 
perhaps most poignantly when Pilgrim describes to the Tralfamadorians what he 
witnessed in Dresden: 
21 
I myself have seen the bodies of schoolgirls whb were boiled alive in a 
water tower by my own countrymen, who wete proud bf fighting pure 
evil at the time. [ ... ] And I have lit my way in a prison at night with 
candles from _the fat of human beings who were butchered by the 
brothers and fathers of those schoolgirls who were boiled.[ .. . ] How 
can a planet live at peace? (148) 
Although coming from Billy's earnest desire to help others, these comments reveal 
the extent to which a government will go to exact revenge or practice cruelty, albeit 
for a "noble" cause. If a governing institution's acts spring from the will of 
individuals, one might suggest that these atrocities must find root in human nature. 
Assuming that the atrocities of war spring from human nature, though, can be 
justified only if cruelty or selfishness is assumed to be a predominant force in human 
nature. Given the fact that the most of the characters in Slaughterhouse-Five are not 
characterized as depraved and those that are depraved are a minority and to some 
degree ostracized, one must conclude that the individual conscience or will does not 
transfer beyond the small community. Even in the democratic United States, the 
power structures of society cannot be assumed to reflect human nature, but instead 
have their own moral system that sometimes exerts influence over the will of 
individuals and communities. 
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Perhaps, then, the answer to Mohanty's question of whether the human 
capacity for sympathy can be fully realized in society might be negative given the 
evidence offered up to this point. Individuals and communities relinquish their 
independence to social order, and power structures charged with J)laintaining social 
order, specifically religious and political institutions, make decisions that may not be 
agreeable to all members. Complexities arise here that extend beyond the scope of 
the texts, but a di�cussion of free will and moral responsibility will help bring some 
resolution to the discrepancy between Vonnegut's portrayal of individual human 
nature within a community and the nature of individuals within the context of small 
communities and then broader society. 
Twain provides a clear response to the question of broader society's effect on 
an individual's potential to sympathize while establishing that human compassion is 
possible. The ability to empathize appears in several characters: in particular, those 
described earlier as angry when faced with cruelty. Katrina insists on comforting 44 
regardless of his background. "And if he is bad, what of it? A bad person can be as 
hungry as a good one, and hunger is always respectable" (236). Heinrich Stein, the 
master, similarly extends sympathy to 44, and tells him that regardless of 44's 
background, he commends his hard work and patience. "You have earned friends, 
and it is not your fault that you haven't them. ( .. . ] It is not fair. I am going to be your 
friend myself'' (251). Doangivadam, the traveling printer, also sympathizes with and 
even uses his sword to defend 44 against the six members of the printing force united 
against him. These characters, part of the small community established at the print-
shop, exhibit sympathy at the risk of alienation and with no possible personal gain, 
exemplifying the altruism that Chomsky believes exists in human nature. 
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Similar to Slaughterhouse-Five, human sympathy exists within a community. 
The Brinker family faced tragedy together when Johann was'injured while rescuing 
Father Adolf from drowning. His three sisters "gave up all their hopeful young 
dreams and suffered the ruin of their lives, in order to ameliorate as well as they 
might �he miseries of their brother" (322). In the Paine/Duneka version, Father Peter 
and Marget along with their housekeeper Ursula and Marget's admirer Wilhelm 
operate as a family unit in which members sacrifice themselves for others. Ursula, 
starving and weak, seeks work to support Marget when Father Peter is imprisoned. 
Wilhelm faces poverty and social ostracism in order to defend Father Peter in court 
even though he's sure they'll lose the case. Even Theodore, the narrator, and his 
friends Nikolaus and Seppi show sympathy for Father Peter, publicly supporting his 
claim to the "found" fortune Traum provided him. The narrator and his friends also 
serve as a community: "Three of us boys were always together and had been so from 
the cradle, being fond of one another from the beginning, and this affection deepened 
as the years went on" (635). When Seppi and Theodore learn of the upcoming death 
of Nikolaus, they cannot tell him of it, but they express their sympathy by giving him 
their valuables and treating him with deference and tenderness. "These things 
touched him and he could not have believed that we loved him so" (704). Although 
these illustrations point to the possibility of human sympathy expressed within a 
community, Twain's work suggests that the community and society's influence on 
human nature is predominately negative. 
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The most disturbing scenes of a community's suppression of one's inclination 
to sympathy occur when the town hangs women for witchcraft. In one particular 
scene in The Chronicle, townspeople chase a woman until she 'falls In exhaustion and 
then drag her to a tree, "crying and begging and her young daughter looking on and 
weeping, but afraid to say or do anything." Theodore, although sympath�tic toward 
the woman, throws a stone at her. In fact, "all were throwing stones and each was 
watching his neighbor, and if I had not done as the others did it would have been 
noticed and spoken or' (722-3). Satan explains this behavior to him, noting that 
Theodore's "heart revolted at the act." This observation suggests that one's'nature 
does not necessarily dictate one's actions, especially under the influence of others. 
Confirming the discrepancy between one's conscience and one's action's, Satan then 
observes that the human race "suppresses its feelings and beliefs" for fear of the 
"aggressive and pitiless minority." In Satan's opinion, the voices of the few 
overpower the consciences of the many (724). The minority uses the desire of an 
individual "to stand well in his neighbor's eye" to manipulate the majority to go along 
with its schemes, including war, in a process Satan identifies as "grotesque self­
deception" (725-27). The deception occurs when an individual ignores his or her 
conscience and adopts that of the collective. In response to Mohanty's question 
regarding society's influence on an individual's nature, Theodore's behavior in 
participating in the woman's persecution despite his sympathy for her illustrates the 
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negative effect of broader society on individu� human nature. Chomsky notes this 
effect and values the integrity of the individual over the oppressive forces of society's 
power structures, asserting that human nature flourishes at its best in freedom and that 
society typically suppresses that freedom for economic and political reasons beyond 
the individual's control (Rai 239). By portraying kind, altruistic characters, and then 
also illustrating the complicated and often negative relationship between an 
individual's nature, the small community, and broader society, Twain and Vonnegut 
also cry out for attention to be paid to the integrity of the individual, as Chomsky 
indicates. 
While Vonnegut portrays human nature as predominately altruistic with 
tendencies toward selfishness and cruelty that are not normative, he recognizes 
society's negative influence on human nature. Twain likewise acknowledges the 
sympathetic nature of humanity, albeit to a lesser degree, and presents examples of 
the demoralizing effect of society on the individual's capacity for kindness. In both 
authors' texts, negative societal pressure comes from political and religious power 
structures, including the military and the church. Critics, however, see in both 
authors a duality in their recognition of opposing elements in human nature. Mary 
Sue Schriber notes of Vonnegut that " [ e ]very ... character in Slaughterhouse is an 
amalgam of truth and falsehood, ignorance and wisdom, good and evil 
simultaneously" (293). Joseph Csicsila observes that Twain exhibited both 
"fundamental pessimism" and "a deepening sympathy for the human race" (69). In 
addition to portraying humanity as essentially altrui�tic yet sometimes violent, selfish, 
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and cruel, Twain and Vonnegut also consider the extent to which humans practice 
free will. If free will is limited, this suggests that despite violent and cruel behavior, 
humans may not be held morally responsible. Exploring the attitudes of both authors 
towards free will and moral responsibility helps one understand.how these authors 
could be both bitter and sympathetic towards humanity. 
The concepts of moral responsibility and free will are interrelated and must be 
considered together, for the extent to which one finds a person free to choose his or 
her own actions generally indicates the degree to which that person can be held 
morally responsible. Andrew Eschleman surveys the historical philosophical theories 
regarding free will and moral responsibility in the Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy. Fatalists would, of course, not invoke moral responsibility. Causal 
determinists, who see all events as the result of a chain of circumstances, may or may 
not insist on moral responsibility. P.F. Strawson, building on these concepts: asserts 
that personal interactions must be considered: how one expects to be treated b:Y others 
indicates the moral responsibility he or she will require of those individuals. 
Strawson calls these expectations participant reactive attitudes. Basing moral 
judgments on personal interactions rather than objective theoretical conditions takes 
into account the sometimes irrational, often emotional workings'of human nature. 
Finally, Strawson rejects determinism, arguing that "it is not psychologically possible 
to divest ourselves of these reactions and so continually inhabit the objective 
standpoint, or even if that were possible, it is not clear that rationality could ever 
demand that we give up reactive attitudes given the loss in quality of life should we 
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do so" (Eshleman 6). This discussion of theories of moral responsibility in relation to 
free will serves as a basis for considering what Twain and Vonnegut suggest about 
these topics through No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger and Slaughterhouse-Five. 
Although they seem to support a deterministic philosophy under which humans 
cannot be held morally responsible for their actions, the manner in which they 
espouse determinism allows the authors to provide support for free will and ·moral 
responsibility. 
Vonnegut stated to Bennington graduates in 1 970 that they don't have the 
power to change the world and should enjoy their lives rather than resign. themselves 
to an impossible responsibility (Klinkowitz 28) . Many such public statements from 
Vonnegut, in addition to similar sentiments in his fiction, have led some critics to 
label him a determinist and others a fatalist. Sometimes the term quietist describes 
Billy Pilgrim's brand of determinism. This powerless nature of humanity informs 
Vonnegut's art, as his narrator states: "There are almost no characters io this story, 
and almost no dramatic confrontations, because most of the people in it-are so sick 
and so much the listless playthings of enormous forces" (208). The protagonist is not 
endowed with any power to control: "Among the things Billy Pilgrim could not 
change were the past, the present, and the future" (77). War plays ail essential role in 
this attitude of helplessness. The narrator comments that Eliot Rosewater and Billy 
Pilgrim "both found life meaningless, partly because of what ihey had seen in war" 
(1 28). Later, the narrator adds that " [o]ne of the main effects (lfwar, after all, is that 
people are discouraged from being characters" (209). Slaughterh'Ouse-Five suggests 
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that if free will does exist, it can be suppressed by exceptional eircumstances, such as 
those brought about by war. 
Billy Pilgrim experiences the Dresden bombing, and from the vantage point of 
this event he considers the issues explored in this chapter: human nature, free will, 
and moral responsibility. In his travel from innocence to knowledge with the 
guidance of the Tralfamadorians, Billy learns their philosophy regarding free will and 
moral responsibility. These aliens "pitied Earthlings for being able to see only three 
[dimensions]" (33), believing that their own view of the world could alleviate 
suffering. Both "wise philosophers" espouse a philosophy of caus'al determinism, in 
which cause and effect relationships cannot be controlled. Billy challenges this 
theory, wondering what the Tralfamadorians then do with free will, and thdir response 
is that, of "thirty-one inhabited planets in the universe, ( . . .  ] only on eartlfis there'any 
talk of free will" ( 109). Eventually, the Tralfamadorians reveal that they cannot 
control their own destinies either, despite knowing, for example, that a particular test 
pilot will destroy the world at a certain moment, for "the moment is structured that 
way," indicating fatalism (149). The Tralfamadorian's disbelief in an individual's  
power to take on the destructive forces of humankind and the natural universe 
comforts Billy, who adopts this theory, passively accepting circumstances and 
believing that if he could share this perspective with the·world, he would free people 
of the burden of moral responsibility. In fact, Billy's petsonality·is weak before his 
interaction with the Tralfamadorians. When wandering through the forest behind 
enemy lines, "Billy wouldn't do anything to save himself. Billy wanted to quit. He . . .  
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found no important differences, either, between walking and standing still" ( 4 3 ). His 
disinclination to act finds rationale in Tralfamadorian pQ.ilosophy in that if one has no 
ability to control outcomes, then there are no reasons to act in any particular manner. 
For Billy Pilgrim, the most comforting aspect of this determinism is its application to 
war, for given his inability to control events, "the idea of preventi��. war is stupid" 
(149). 
Once he has learned this philosophy of life, Billy behaves in a manner 
sometimes considered quietist, his response to determinism being to simply not '!Ct a,t 
all, to be a passive witness to life's events. When discussing the Dresden bombing 
with Professor Rumfoord, he weakly responds, "I know, I'm not complaining" in the 
face of Professor Rumfoord's insistence that the Dresden bombing "had to be done" 
(253). At a Lion's Club meeting at which a Marine major argues that North Vietnam 
should be bombed "back into the Stone Age," the narrator remarks that "Billy .was not 
moved to protest the bombing of North Vietnam, did not shudder about the hideous 
things he himself had seen bombing do. He was simply having lunch with the Lion's 
Club" (76). To cope with a world in which one cannot effect change in the face of 
death, Billy takes the Tralfamodorian recommendation to "ignore the awful times, 
and concentrate on the good ones" (150). 
Slaughterhouse-Five presents evidence for causal determinism, at least 
through Billy Pilgrim and the Tralfamadorians. It is more difficult to determine 
whether, in Vonnegut's view, causal determinism eliminates moral responsibility. 
Does he suggest that one can be held morally responsible despite the determinist 
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nature of the universe, or does he posit that moral responsibility is alleviated due to 
determinism? Is Vonnegut a determinist? In the spirit of Strawson's reservations 
regarding this theory, adopting the deterministic views of the Tralfamadorians may 
not be wise, for these views are not grounded in the physical realities with which 
Billy Pilgrim must deal once abandoned by these sages. One cannot assume that 
Vonnegut offers this doubt regarding free will to condone quietism. While the reader 
sympathizes with Pilgrim's passivity, Slaughterhouse-Five taken in its entirety 
"suggests that if man doesn't do something about the conditions and quality of human 
life on earth, no one and nothing else will" (Tanner 1 30). Peter Freese echoes this 
reservation: 
The Tralfamadorian philosophy with its aesthetics of simultaneity, its 
rejection of time as succession and its consequent denial of the finality 
of death, its ridiculing of any attempt at causal explanation[ ... ] and its 
stance of fatalistic acceptance ( ... ] has frequently been misunder5tood 
as an expression of Vonnegut's escapist nihilism. This, however, is a 
grave misunderstanding caused by the unwarranted identification of 
Vonnegut, the narrator, with Billy, his hero. ( 1 55) 
As with his approach to human nature in regards to free will and moral responsibility, 
Vonnegut provides contrasting evidence, and the equating of d�terminism with alien 
creatures who are presumably Pilgrim's delusion does not bolster the theories they 
espouse. 
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So in contrast to the determinism of the Tralfamadorians, Slaughterhouse-Five 
provides evidence of free will and moral responsibility. Fqr example, Mary O'Hare 
holds artists morally responsible for glamorizing war: "She tl;iought wars were partly 
encouraged by books and movies." In response, the narrator agrees to subtitle his 
book "The Children's Crusade," to acknowledge her protest that wars are fought by 
"babies" ( 18-9). That the book is subtitled as such indicates agreement w:ith O'Hare's 
identification of a causal relationship between a work of art and attitudes towards war 
and a willingness to act accordingly. In an act of free will, therefore,, thy narrator 
creates art in hopes of influencing others. If free will can be demonstrated to exist, 
then moral responsibility follows. The narrator questions, though, whether society 
holds people accountable for moral behavior in any rational way. Is praise given 
when merited, and more to the point, is blame distributed when necessary? .In chapter 
one, the narrator describes the irony in the execution of one soldier for stealing a 
teapot from the ruins when an entire city of innocent ·civilians has just been.killed (6). 
In a similar ironic episode, a character in a Kilgore Trout novel "dropped jellied 
gasoline on people" yet "nobody held it against him." Instead, "they fouµd his 
halitosis unforgivable" (214). In these examples, Vonnegut portrays the iQ.ability of 
society to hold people morally responsible. If society punishes halitosis.and stealing 
a teapot and turns a blind eye to mass murder, then moral judgments are innocuous. 
While most of society would view war as an extenuating circumstance under which 
participants are not held morally responsible, Vonnegut's experience in Dresden 
evidently led him to think otherwise. Although one's free will or moral choices may 
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be suppressed by society, especially in circumstan9es such as war, individuals, with 
natures that can be kind and loving, do face a dilemma regarding the conflict of one's 
nature against society's will. In reality, an individual exercises free will and holds 
oneself and others to standards of moral responsibility. In a subtle yet telling 
commentary, the narrator of Slaughterhouse-Five remarks that "[E]very day my 
Government gives me a count of corpses created by military science in Vietnam. So 
it goes. [My father] was a gun nut too. He left me his guns. They rust" (268). By 
choosing to let the guns rust, the narrator exercises free will in a symbolic way. 
While he may not be able to stop war with his book, for it may be as effective as an 
"anti-glacier book" in the view of the narrator's friend Harrison Starr (4), he can 
accept moral responsibility for himself. Critics typically agree that the narrator is a 
fictionalized Vonnegut and understand Pilgrim to be a vehicle for emotional and 
philosophical response to the problems of free will and moral responsibility. A..s Bo 
Pettersson observes, Slaughterhouse-Five "advances a deterministic outlook on man 
and the physical universe and pleads for moral responsibility" (39). 
In a letter to his friend Joseph Twitchell, Twain revealed a similar paradox. "I 
wish I could learn to remember that it is unjust and dishonorable to put blame on the 
human race for any of its acts" (Twain, Letters from). Observing ih human history an 
endless cycle of violence perpetuated by claims to a morally right cause, Twain 
considered the possibility that "a man's mind is a mere machine - an automatic 
machine - which is handled entirely from the outside, the man himself furnishing 
absolutely nothing" (36). In many such public and private statements, Twain, near 
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the end of his life, exhibited a fatalistic philosophy. Even Vonnegut notes of Twain, 
"Mark Twain gave up on the human race ( ... ] I now give up on people too [ ... ] this is 
not the first time I have surrendered to a pitiless war machine" (Man Without a 
Country 88). It's important that Vonnegut notes that war has an immense influence 
on both his own and Twain's attitude toward humanity. No. 44, The Mysterious 
Stranger does not deal with war as a main subject as does Slaughterhouse-Five, but it 
does consider free will and moral responsibility especially as influenced by society. 
Like Billy Pilgrim, August/Theodore is educated regarding these issues by a 
"wise philosopher," 44/Traum. He learns that people do not control fate. When 
Johann Brinker's mother, driven insane by grief, faces execution for witchcraft, 
August demands that 44 relieve her. Instead, 44 reveals that he cannot, for "[ s ]he was 
appointed from the beginning of time to die at the stake this day" (325). In an echo of 
the Tralfamadorian comment that a moment is "structured" to be as it is, 44 espouses 
fatalism. He later lays forth this philosophy, in detail, to August, explaining that free 
will does not exist, and furthermore, humans do not even think on their own, for their 
minds are machines without the ability to create original thought. "[I]t cannot 
conceive of a new thing, an original thing, it can only gather materials from the 
outside and combine it into forms and patterns" (333). In fact, 44 knows everything 
August will think before August himselfis aware. Forty-four/Traum describes a 
human life in terms that could serve as a definition of determinism when he declares 
that not God but "man's circumstances and environment" determine the future, and 
that if one were to "skip one of [the] acts" that were destined to occur, one could 
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change his or her future (694). Combining what would appear to be a deterministic 
view with fatalism's concept of predestination, 44!f raum· states .that "a man will never 
drop a link in his chain. He cannot. lf he made up his mind to try, that project would 
itself be an unavoidable link" (696). Clearly, 44ffraum does not believe in free will, 
categorically eschewing any possibility of power over one's life. A.s Paul Boller 
maintains, this is a philosophy in which "the sneeze of a peas�t in medieval Europe 
somehow affected the fate of Germany in the nineteenth century" ( 151 ) . 
In discussing the concept of the moral sense, Traum articulates a theory 
similar to the view in Slaughterhouse-Five that humans do not apply their morality in 
a rational way. The moral sense, which Father Peter defines as "the faculty which 
enables us to distinguish good from evil" (655), does not provide humanity with·any 
advantage over animals. According to Traum, "in nine cases out of ten" a hll11 an 
"prefers the wrong" (670). He demonstrates to Theodore the irony in .how humans 
behave, treating "the innocent and the worthy" in a similar fashion to "a misdoer there 
in the jail" (67 1). Concluding that humans are "childish" in their ability to administer 
moral justice, 44ff raum espouses, as do the Tralfamadorians, that due to the fatalistic 
nature of the universe as well as the limiting moral sense, humans cannot be held 
morally responsible. Theodore learns this lesson of "how foolish people are when 
they blame themselves for anything they have done" (710). 
Whereas the Tralfamadorians offer a relief to Billy from the devastating 
realization of his own powerlessness -- to look at the beautiful moments of life -- the 
only escapes from fate in The Mysterious Stranger are either death or insanity. For 
example, when a young girl's mother goes insane with grief at the drowning of her 
daughter, Theodore asks Traum to relieve her pajn, which he does by having her 
burned as a witch. Father Peter, wrongly accused of theft, goes insaµe in prison. 
Traum rationalizes the turn of  events, over which he has omnipotent control: "Are 
you so unobservant as not to have found out that sanity and happiness are an 
impossible combination? No sane man can be happy for to him life is real, and he 
sees what a fearful thing it is. Only the mad can be happy, and not many of those" 
(735). What 44/Traum espouses is a dark cynicism about humanity. 
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As done with the philosophy of the Tralfamadorians, the reader must consider 
whether 44/Traum can be assumed to speak for Twain, or whether there is evidence, 
to discredit his views. The dream ending puzzles critics and readers �d leads one to 
doubt the reliability of the character. Jason Horn, in "Figuring Freedom as Religi,ous 
Experience: Mark Twain, William James, and No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger," 
indicates that, at the time Twain wrote this book, he was experimenting with 
psychological concepts involving multiple selves, manifested in the "dream self," 
physical self, and "soul" in the novel. When 44 reveals at the end that "I am but a 
dream -- your dream, creature of your imagination" (404), one 9an infer that as his 
dream creation, the powers 44 exhibited are August's as welt. 44/Traum's earlier 
revelation that he does have power to change one's preordained fate -- "he cannot get 
away from the consequences of his first childish act. But I can free him" -- suggests 
that one does indeed have the power to create (328). This wise philosopher, though, 
lacks control over himself, being a figment of the narrator's imagination, and as such, 
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encourages Theodore/August to "[d]ream other dreams, and better!" The 
encouragement to dream essentially to create implies the existence of free will. Horn 
suggests that in connecting such "a vision to the interior life of dream as psychic 
phenomenon, Twain argues for the selfs freedom and ability to envision and enact its 
own divine potential, to generate its own transformative thought" (108). 44/Traum's 
final revelation is a therapeutic philosophy for one agonizing over how to reconcile 
positive aspects of human nature with the devastating human record .evident in 
history. As in Slaughterhouse-Five, though, the belief that due to determinism one 
cannot be held morally responsible does not adequately respond to this 'dilemma. 
Again, Strawson's grounds for rejecting determinism seem pertinent, for one cannot 
easily deny the concept of moral responsiblity. Boller notes that such rejection was 
for Twain psychologically helpful: "[T]he deterministic philosophy which he worked 
out in his mature years probably helped lighten the unconscionable burden of guilt, 
remorse, and self-doubt that [Twain] always carried around with -him. If, Twain 
reasoned, whatever happens is simply one link in an unbroken sequence of 
mechanical causes and affects, one can scarcely hold himself accountable when 
things go wrong" (152). However, the obscurity of the ending leads one to question 
whether Twain was completely fatalistic. As Chad Rohman concludes, " I  read the 
final version of Twain's last major work, and especially its final chapter, as heavily 
ironic: based on the evidence in the text itself, I see No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger 
as a work which questions more than it confirms, and doubts more than it affirms, 
especially our ability to know anything for certain" (77). By discounting or 
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obfuscating the messages of determinism and providing sympathetic portrayals of 
characters who demonstrate kindness and moral judgement, Twain and Vonnegut 
suggest that free will and moral responsibility, although not always functioning freely 
or properly, do exist. 
Although the Tralfamadorians and 44/Traum deny free will's  existence, both 
works urge readers to assert their own will -- to alleviate the suffering of others, to 
put a wedge in the war machinery of society, and to practice altruism as a reaction 
against the impassive responses to atrocities exhibited by the Tralfamadorians and 
44/Traum. Indeed, the very act of writing a work that calls 0J.1Cagainst humanity' s  ills 
implies moral responsibility and the potential for free will to work against these 
problems. The deterministic nature of existence portrayed in both works reflects a 
tendency to turn a blind eye to injustice and suffering. This selfish survival 
mechanism noted by Twain and Vonnegut is reflected in the Tralfamadorians and 
44/Traum, who serve as mirrors to the reader's  indifference and hopefully illuminate 
the depravity that persists when individuals give in to fatalism rather than fight to 
change the course of history. These authors don' t  suggest an easy struggle, for 
society's influence on the individual makes it easy to relinquish moral responsibility. 
People alone and in small communities, as demonstrated in both texts, can be 
altruistic, but as they face societal pressure, they lose their moral autonomy. 
Forty-four/Traum and the Tralfamadorians, ultimately comforting creations of 
Theodore/August and Billy' s  imaginations, are not the voices of truth or reason, for 
they do not draw satisfying conclusions as to the responsibility of the individual in 
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reacting to human nature. Instead, readers must consider the thematic import of the 
works, which reject the easy solution of determinism and instead provoke one to take 
up the challenge that these authors accepted as activist-artists. Mark Twain and Kurt 
Vonnegut rage against the seemingly unconquerable human'tendency to seliishness 
and fear and the atrocities carried out as a result. They point out,.with the compassion 
of their humor, the follies of humanity. They shrug their 'shoulders in surrender to 
fate, listening for a while to the comforting me!odies offered by the Tralfamadorians 
and 44/Traum. Finally, they wake to find Billy Pilgrim trapped in the insanity of his 
"Tralfamadorian and guilt-free" world and 44/Traum reduced to.an ·imaginative 
dream. Upon waking, both authors are left with more questions· than answers -
questions regarding the impact of religion, government, and society on·human nature 
and moral responsibility. 
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Chapter 2: Historical and Fictional ,Narratives: Versions of Truth 
"I am interested in making a good case for ,,distortion as I am coming to 
believe it is the only way to make people see" (Flannery O'Connor)_ Jn a high-stakes 
gamble on truth against historians, governors, and priests, Marl< Twain and Kurt 
Vonnegut see Flannery O'Connor's challenge to the efficacy of what has historically 
been accepted as factual and raise it by suggesting that all puqjorted truth comes to 
the individual distorted -- by temporality, human nature, and the nature of the 
universe. They dispute conventional notions of truth through time travel and 
imaginative dream elements in order to posit the potential danger and difficulty of 
arriving at conclusions of truth-value. Vonnegut and Twain both fictionalize truths 
while challenging conventions of temporality in order to reconsider aspects of past 
events that had been considered closed and to reprioritize or revalue the present 
human condition in light of the past and the future. Mark Twain's No. 44, The 
Mysterious Stranger and Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse-Five obfuscate distinctions 
between recorded history and fiction in order to raise questions regarding the nature 
of both. 
Hayden White's The Content of the Form describes historiography as more 
fictional in function than some might like to admit, especially those who claim for 
academic history a place among the sciences. In White's analysis, recorded history is 
closer to fiction, in purpose and form, than to hard science. Whereas historians claim 
to avoid bias and subjectivity, writers of fiction openly utilize these elements as 
interpretive tools. Such artistic license is only a variation of what historians actually 
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do when they present their versions of events, which can be as much a distortion of 
objective reality as the existence of the Tralfamadorians is to our subjective 
expectation of reality. White doubts the possible neutrality of the recording of 
historical events, which claims to "make the world speak itself and speak itself as a 
story" (2), for historians draw myriad conclusions about the causes and significance 
of selected past events. White calls such open explication a "dissertative" approach to 
historiography. Twain a�d Vonnegut, then, dissertate about past events, revealing an 
"impulse to moralize reality" (14) in their artistic renderings of the past. By forcing 
the reader to seek truth within their narratives, both authors exercise the reader's fact­
sensing faculties, for their works layer multiple sources of conflicting information and 
then show characters deducing truth in varied, and most often erroneous, ways. The 
difficulty of assessing truth-value, both in their fiction and in recorded history as 
presented to their characters, may be the most important message of both works and a 
challenge to the reader. 
What can ultimately be concluded is that nothing should be concluded. Those 
who claim to have arrived at a single version of truth and closed deliberation prevent 
continued pursuit of truth. Worse, as White suggests, they impede attempts at 
renewed interpretations of the past that are crucial if humanity is ever to release itself 
from a cycle of war, intolerance, and injustice. "Nothing is better suited to lead to a 
repetition of the past than a study of it that is either reverential or convincingly 
objective in the way that conventional historical studies tend to be" (White 82). In 
just such a spirit, Twain and Vonnegut study the past irreverently, albeit through 
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fiction, to discourage repeating its mistakes. They understand that something "true" 
must be "good." Their observations of recorded history, however, lead them to 
determine that what historians typically present as true tends to justify continued 
cruelty rather than encourage more humanity. Accordingly, Twain and Vonnegut 
exhort the reader to consider alternate versions of truth which preserve rather than 
destroy human life and dignity. This insistence that the past must remain open to new 
interpretation echoes New Historicism, which espouses that "[h]istory [ ... ] can never 
provide us with the 'truth' or give us a totally accurate picture of past events or the 
worldview of a group of people" (Bressler 129). Considering recorded history and 
literature to be products of society as much as any other cultural artifact, New 
Historicism understands that these two forms of narrative have differing purposes 
regarding the recording of fact, but similarities in their relation to truth. Artists don't 
claim to be factual but do claim to "tell the truth " through their art. Such a usage of 
"truth" differs from a sense of truth as aligned with fact, but if one views all purported 
historical narrativizing as biased, then both recorded history and fiction are 
"battleground[s] of competing ideas among the author, society, customs, institutions, 
and social practices" (Bressler 133). Truth, then, becomes an inconstant element that 
varies as one attempts to espouse or interpret the truth-value of a given presentation 
of reality, whether it is from a historian or from a writer of fiction. Twain and 
Vonnegut judge truth according to its goodness, and they gauge·this goodness by the 
influence a version of truth has on humanity: does it support compassion towards the 
oppressed and a value for life, or does it bolster bigotry an& injustice? 
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An understanding of truth as conducive to human sympathy should empower 
individuals, and the characters in Slaughterhouse-Five and Noi 44 are portrayed as 
needing to reclaim "truth and rationality as weapons of the oppressed [ . . . .  ] Claims to 
truth, expertise, etc. are a different matter, of course, and are regularly used as a 
weapon by the strong against the weak" (Bricmont 28.t). Recognizing a need to 
realign proclaimed truth with goodness, Twain and Vonnegut demonstrate attempts to 
present closed interpretations of the past, portray an excavation of history's 
catacombs, and then model a rewriting of history. They don't commit the same 
mistake their historian predecessors do. Instead, they admit the difficulty, perhaps 
even impossibility, of both assessing and sharing truth. 
To declare a historical event as "over" and therefore no longer subject to 
interpretative difference or debate is to limit the action of subordinate, oppressed 
groups. They need to be able to present their own versions of the past to challenge 
established views. To them, recorded history is "a wall that must be broken through 
if the 'terror of history' is to be directly confronted and the fear it induces dispelled" 
(White 82). As a record of the human experience of time, history can be "broken 
through" by rending temporality. Both Vonnegut and Twain demonstrate the danger 
of a closed accounting of history. 
In Slaughterhouse-Five, Billy Pilgrim accepts Professor Rumfoord's view that 
the Dresden bombing "had to be done" (253), replying with "I know, I'm not 
complaining," despite his first-hand witness of the massacre of an. entire city of 
civilians. Rather than challenge Rumfoord's assessment of past events, Billy remains 
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silent, an act that only allows its repetition. Vonnegut demonstrates just such a 
recurrence in the bombing of Vietnam. At a Lion's Club meeting at which a Marine 
major argues that North Vietnam should be bombed "back into the Stone Age," the 
narrator remarks that "Billy was not moved to protest the bombing of North Vietnam, 
did not shudder about the hideous things he himself had seen bombing do. He was 
simply having lunch with the Lion's Club" (76). The narrator distinctly notes the 
possibility of Billy's presenting an alternative view, but again, Billy's silence prevents 
a confrontation with this "terror of history." 
No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger, attributes complacency to Austria, described 
by Twain's speaker, August/Theodor, as "far from the world and asleep . . .  where news 
from the world hardly ever came to disturb its dreams, and was infinitely content" 
(63 1 ). This contentment exists to the detriment of truth, as 44/Traum notes 
throughout No. 44. When August/Theodor describes his early education, he remarks 
that they "were not required to know much [beyond basic religious instruction]; and, 
in fact, not allowed to. Knowledge was not good for the common people and could 
make them discontented with the lot which God had appointed for thef!1" (632)_ The 
narrator even observes that the print shop at which he is apprenticed is barely noted 
by the villagers who "have no clear idea about the art of printing" and "s.till fewer had 
any curiosity concerning it or felt any interest in it" (230). Thejrony becomes 
apparent if the reader considers the fact that this print shop is the lone sign of  
erudition, sending valuable print material to  far-off places while the surrounding 
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community ignores it. The Church, as the narratot rettlarks, actually discourages "the 
indiscriminate dissemination of knowledge" (210). 
The complacent acceptance of reality as interpreted and passed down, shown 
in Billy Pilgrim and the citizens of Eseldorf, exemplifies the ease with which people 
can be made blind to or content with the continued perpetuation of injustice due to 
distortions of truth. Vonnegut and Twain demonstrate the attempt to open recorded 
history or even to remove events from an historic framework. In the first chapter of 
Slaughterhouse-Five, the narrator attempts to learn about-·Dresden, but the�tails. of 
the event are inaccessible. 
I wrote the Air Force back then, asking for details about the raid on 
Dresden, who ordered it, how many planes did it, why they did it, what 
desirable results there had been and so on. I was answered by a man 
who, like myself, was in public relations. He said that he was sorry, 
but that the information was top secret still. (14) 
Here, Vonnegut demonstrates the ability of a governing institution tq .control 
information and to present its version of events to society. UnlikeJ3illy PjJ,gtim, the 
narrator attempts to break through the wall, for he knows that such contr.ol of truth 
i mpedes any individual seeking to discover a more humane vers.ion of reality. 
Toward the end of the book, this same observation of the closed nature of historical 
accounts is repeated in the texts Rumfoord consults while.in the hospital room with 
Billy. "The extent of the success [of Dresden] had been kept a secret for many years 
after the war - a secret from the American people. It was no secret from the 
Germans, of course, or from the Russians . . .  " (244). When Rumfoord's wife, Lily, 
asks why this was a secret, he replies that it was kept from the American public to 
avoid humanistic outcries against the act. The anticipated response to the actual 
details of the bombing would lead to a questioning of authorities artd perhaps a 
rejection of the military's version of truth, thus upsetting social order. Vonnegut 
wants to disturb the social order, knowing that it is in anticipation. of agitators like 
himself that the establishment controls information. 
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References to historical texts abound in Slaughterhouse-Five, and a review of 
these texts demonstrates that they are not typically neutral or completely truthful. 
Mary Endell's Dresden, History, Stage, and Gallery describes the Prussian Siege of 
Dresden in 1 760, focusing mainly on its effects on the city's cultural artifacts. T_he 
Execution of Private Slovik by William Bradford Huie describes the execution of a 
private for cowardice, justifying it as necessary to maintaining military discipline 
(57). A speech by Harry Truman in response to the bombing of Pearl Harbor declares 
intentions to "obliterate more rapidly and completely every productive enterprise the 
Japanese have above ground in any city ( . . .  ,] their docks, their factories, and their 
communications" (238). The narrator looks for "tales of great destruction" in the 
Gideon Bible and finds the story of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah (27). As 
historical works, these texts demonstrate the impossibility of compete neutrality in 
historical narrative and also lack a sense of truth. Mary Endell's focus on the loss of 
art rather than the human toll seems to ignore what should be, central to the 
discussion. Bradford's text values the ability to control soldiers more than an 
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individual life. Truman's speech, while understandably nationalistic, considers the 
bombing of civilian cities Hiroshima and Nagasaki with the immense death tolls as fit 
revenge for the bombing of the military base at Pearl Harbor. These historical 
accounts ignore truth in their unwillingness to consider the value of human life. The 
narrator's commentary on the biblical text reveals a desire to acknowledge' lives lost: 
"Those were vile people in those cities, as is well known. The world was better off 
without them. And Lot's wife, of course, was told not to look back where all those 
people and their homes had been. But she did look back, and I love lier for that, 
because it was so human" (27-28). White identifies what seems to be missing from 
such historical accounts: "Where moral sensitivity is lacking, ( . . .  J not only meaning 
but the means to track such shifts of meaning [ . . .  ] appears to be lacki.ng also" (24). 
The texts specifically addressing Dresden, which Vonnegut alludes tb 
throughout Slaughterhouse-Five, also limit truthfulness in their insensitivity. In a 
foreword to The Destruction of Dresden, General Eaker comments that "I find it 
difficult to understand Englishmen or Americans who weep about enemy civilians 
who were killed but who have not shed a tear for our gallant crews lost in combat 
with a cruel enemy" (239). In another foreword to the same text, Air Marshal 
Saundby describes the Dresden bombing as "one of those terrible things that 
sometimes happen in wartime, brought about by an unfortunate combination of 
circumstances" (240). The Official History of the Army Air Force in World War Two 
says "almost nothing" about Dresden, "even though it had been such a howling 
success" (244). When Billy Pilgrim says "I was there" after hearing Rumfoord discuss 
Dresden with his wife in the hospital, he adds a dimension of moral sensitivity 
through his first-hand experience. "The intra-textual confrontation of these official 
documents with Vonnegut's factual experience and Billy's fictiona� adventure 
convincingly demonstrates that 'fictions' are not all limited to the realm of belles 
lettres" (Freese 2 14). To add to Peter Freese's analysis, Vonnegut's work also 
demonstrates that "truth" is not always relegated to the realm of non-fiction. 
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In No. 44, the narrator reveals the closed nature of recorded history and even 
limitations to any quest for truth beyond the realm of readily available and socially 
accepted versions of the past. August/Theodor describes Austria as "asleep [ . . .  ] to 
remain so forever [ . . .  ] and we were all proud of it" (22 1 ). The narrator revels in this 
closed aspect of his home, appreciating the sense of safety, the protection from truth, 
offered by the church, which exerts control over the learning of the people of 
Eseldorf. " It drowsed in peace in the deep privacy of a hilly and woodsy solitude 
where news from the world hardly ever came to disturb its dreams, and was infinitely 
content" (221 ). The narrator accepts the control of information as part of his 
"paradise" -- "we were not overmuch pestered with schooling" and were instead 
"trained to be good Catholics. "  Their political views are controlled as well, as they 
are taught "to hold the Monarch in awful reverence [ . . .  ] regard him as the gracious 
provider of our daily bread [ . . .  ] to labor for him, bleed for him, die for him" (222). 
Twain portrays this setting as controlled and closed in regards to any truths not 
supported by church or government. The citizens of Eseldorf are comfortable with 
these closed interpretations of scripture, but only because they lack the insight 
August!Theodor gains from 44/Traum regarding the illusory nature of reality. 
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Early in the narrative, August/Theodor describes the response to an attempt to 
reconsider the church's presentation of truth. Inspired by "discontentment" with the 
commonly accepted truths prevalent in her culture, Gretel Marx, a dairy woman, 
visits a "Hussite woman named Adler" who encourages literate townspeople to study 
the bible and "hear 'God's real message"' (222). When Father Adolf discovers Gretel 
Marx reading texts, he chastises her . In the account shared by young August, the 
narrator, Gretel's horses die as divine retribution for her sin. Afteli a penance 
consisting of putting a painting ,of her horses in the "Church of our Lady of Dumb 
Creatures," she wins the lottery and on this evidence convinces others to abandon 
their attempts to discover God's truth for themselves. In this satire of religious ritual, 
the narrator reveals his own credulity in the meaning of a story that to the reader 
doesn't necessarily present itself with the same significance it does to 
August!Theodor. One wonders if he has witnessed these events for himself and 
drawn his own analysis, for his summary of the story as "the best lesson and the 
wholesomest our village ever had" (224) sounds suspiciously like the moral to a 
catechism lesson. As August does in regards to the church's teachings on accepting 
only the knowledge it provides, his belief may be based merely on evidence such as 
"[t]his was true, for the priests got it of the Bishop" (222). Gregg Camfi�ld's reading 
finds that Twain shows through his characters that "people often believe 
impossibilities because by early training, by associations accumulated before the age 
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of reason, a person is so thoroughly constructed as to deny the capacity of rational 
thought to re-create the will" (23 1 ). August/Theodor's unenlightened understanding 
of his world and of his own existence demonstrates a need for an earnest and 
unencumbered exploration of reality in order to discover truths outside the control of 
society's power structures. 
Most historical narrative in No. 44 relates to events of a religious nature and is 
conveyed through the priests. The evidence of truth they propound tends toward 
verbal accounts by witnesses, related to August/Theodor's congregation second-hand 
as filtered through tlie church and its mouthpieces, Father Adolf and Father Peter. 
When asking for funds for a new church, Father Peter, with the mere authority of 
appearing truthful, describes a conve_rsation between God and the Blessed Margaret 
Alacoque. According to Father Peter, God appeared to Margaret and revealed a 
desire "to be honored by men [ .. . ] 'I wish to be treated as king in a royal palace"' 
(272). Although not a scriptural miracle, this communication between divinity and 
humanity is a miracle "to be believed" because it is "proved by trustworthy witnesses" 
(272-73), according to Father Peter. He must be accepted on his word, as August 
does, for his "face seemed to deliver hope and blessing and grace" (27 1 ). Warning 
the congregation against believing miracles "upon our own judgment and' without the 
educated and penetrating help of a priest or a bishop" (273), Father Peter continues to 
relate his version and analysis of past events that he claims support religious 
teachings. 
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The church's historical authority in this text, however, is dubious because the 
truths it proposes are self-serving and don't meet the criteria by which truth must 
advocate or encourage goodness. The priests describe several miracles, concluding 
from each that more people should be converted or that more money should be given 
to the church on pain of punishment. In one such miracle in Turin, occurring fifty 
years before the events in the story, the Sacred Host escaped theft by rising into the 
air from its case on a donkey's back. This story is supported by "two unchallengeable 
testimonies to the genuineness of the miracle: that of the bishop, who would not 
deceive, and that of the ass, who could not" (274). In another miracle, two hundred 
years earlier in Marseilles, the "sacramental species disappeared and the people 
beheld the King of Glory in person. " The word of the Bishop and "more than sixty 
persons witness to this fact, upon oath" must.be accepted as evidence. Church 
authorities interpret this miracle to mean that "our Lord would soon visit the city with 
a terrible punishment if it would not be converted" and indeed "[a]fter two years a 
pestilence really came and carried off a great part of the inhabitants" (274). Father 
Peter describes another miracle "being witnessed by more that 1 50,000 persons" in 
which a church often struck by lightning was then protected by a "picture of the 
Sacred Host." From this purported historical event, he concludes that lightning 
striking churches indicates God's plan, although "we are not permitted to search into 
it" (275). August then recounts that those who had not been giving money to the 
church "on account of not understanding the idea of it before" now did so, with the 
exception of a few "hard headed and without sentiment" (275) who still refuse to 
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believe the import of these supposed miracles. In the interpretation of the church, 
these miracles don't encourage particular acts of charity or kindness, just "conversion" 
and financial contributions. If anything, the church's alleged truth is what Bricmont 
describes as a weapon by the strong against the weak. Through this irreverent 
satirical portrayal of the church's method of passing on "truth" to its members, Twain 
suggests the need to open the past to a new analysis. A revision of recorded history 
can empower individuals rather than hold them hostage to church authorities who 
base their version of reality on unreliable evidence. As Chad Rohman'concludes, 
Twain's work suggests that "the reader should expect to have to hunt for truths and be 
suspicious of any writer who insists that the truth is openly, unflinchingly stated" 
(26). Like Vo�egut, Twain also questions the conventional distinctions between fact 
and fiction by portraying August's seeming gullibility in accepting fictions as facts. 
Before the education provided by 44/Traum, August believes false truths suggested 
by the same institution that allows the persecution of women suspected of witchcraft 
as well and other injustices in which the poor and weak are usually victims. A new 
version of spiritual truth that questions the church can lead those enlightened like 
August/Theodor to counter these injustices. 
Twain and Vonnegut view conventional perceptions of recorded history as 
closed and controlled for the purpose of governing individuals and dispute those 
conventional views in an attempt to allow for new understandings of past events. As 
historical narrative exists within a framework of time, both authors portray their 
protagonists working outside temporal limitations to reinterpret the past and assign 
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new truth-value to previously closed views of history. As a technique, time travel can 
be indicative of both hope and optimism or of discontentment with the present. In the 
case of these texts, time travel offers refuge from the present but is not ultimately 
satisfying. Bud Foote, author of The Connecticut Yankee in the Twentieth Century, 
Travel to the Past in Science Fiction, observes that "[t]he fiction oftime travel 
appeals to our yearning for the timeless and the eternal; tales of travel to the future 
give satisfaction to our wishes for progress, long life, Rnowledge, or significant 
purpose" (33). Time travel aids an escape from the degeneration and death demanded 
by temporality. It also releases one from conventional linear views of the past and 
demonstrates the power of the imagination. to help one explore history' and its truth. 
For _Twain and Vonnegut, time travel offers an ironic understanding of common 
historical analysis. New interpretations of past events, meant to release humanity 
from a cycle of war, intolerance, and injustice, can be achieved by challenging 
temporality. Hayden White understands that such a fight against temporality suggests 
"humanity's aspiration to redemption from history itself' ( 1 83). 
The first chapter of Slaughterhouse-Five establishes the author's intention to 
play with conventions oftemporality. The narrator comments on the" iestrictions time 
places upon his ability to interpret the past. A review of past events within their 
linear framework reveals a repetitive, meaningless pattern 'symbolized by a song the 
narrator quotes: "My name is Yon Yonson, I work in Wisconsin" which never ends but 
repeats "on to infinity" (3-4). Such a view of th'e past within its-temporal framework 
leads the narrator's friend Harrison Star to concluddlhat the mtrrator may as well 
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write "an anti-glacier book," and he agrees that "even if wars didn't keep coming like 
glaciers, there would still be plain old death" (4). The narrator begins to distort linear 
time symbolically while describing a trip to Dresden in chapter one: "The time would 
not pass. Somebody was playing with the clock, and not only with the electric clocks, 
but with the wind-up kind, too." Casting doubt on human perceptions of time, he 
comments that " [a]s an earthling, I had to believe whatever clocks said -- and 
calendars" (26). This doubt prepares the reader for a view of the past that rejects time 
limitations, and indeed, the Tralfamadorian theory about time will enable an 
unorthodox consideration of the past. 
In addition to questioning chronology, the first chapter of Slaughterhouse­
Five also rejects typical approaches to fiction. The narrator describes his attempt to 
plot out "the Dresden story" as "a trafficker in climaxes and thrills and 
characterization and wonderful dialogue and suspense and confrontations" (6) and his 
dissatisfaction with the result. The story ends in a linear fashion, when the American 
prisoners of war are released. The narrator chooses to end his story differently, and 
perhaps not to end it at all. Instead, Slaughterhouse-Five's first chapter reveals the 
climax and the beginning and ending of  the novel. The event the narrator chooses as 
a climax, the execution of Edgar Derby, reveals the irony of an interpretation of the 
Dresden bombing that justifies the massacre of innocent civilians yet condemns to 
death one man for stealing a teapot. The beginning, which comes at the start of 
chapter two instead of at the.actual beginning of the book, is "Listen, Billy Pilgrim 
has come unstuck in time," establishing the centrality of temporality to conventional 
story telling and this author's intention to challenge that convention. The ending 
captures the narrator's feeling of "failure" in trying to share the significance ofthis 
historical event: "Poo-tee-weet?" (28) suggests the narrator's inability or reluctance 
to draw conclusions based on the past, for "there is no appropriate response to the 
Dresden massacre" (Freese 222). By the second chapter of the book� N onnegut has 
shattered temporal limitations in regards to both recorded history, and fic�ion, and 
from this point he works outside of both to describe and analyze the event. 
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Billy Pilgrim's ability to travel in time and to apply. Tralfamadorian.time 
theory justifies a comforting deterministic viewpoint on a conscious level, but 
subconsciously Billy continues to deal with the emotional import of his experience. 
Like Vonnegut's claim for the narrative itself, Billy cannot discover an ultimately 
satisfactory meaning. Being "unstuck in time," Billy "has seen his birth and death 
many times" and "pays random visits to all the events in between" (29). This ability 
has been given to him by the Tralfamadorians, who "had many wonderful things to 
teach Earthlings, especially about time" (33). Their teaching frees Billy from the 
entrapments of temporality, mainly the concept of causality, which eliminates, for 
Billy, moral responsibility and guilt. Because Tralfamadorians believe that all 
moments exist at once, they espouse fatalism, rejecting the possibility of one's 
influence on events. As Billy shares in a letter to the editor, death is not to be feared, 
for "when a person dies he only appears to die. He is still much alive in the past, so it 
is very silly for people to cry at his funeral" (34). Thus the understated "so it goes" 
each time a death occurs in the novel. Tralfamadorian philosophy blesses Billy with 
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eternal serenity, for, in answer to the prayer '�God grant me the serenity to accept the 
things I cannot change," he understands that "among the things [he] could not change 
were the past, the present, and the future" (77). Perhaps the most comforting 
conclusion Billy draws from this is that "the idea of preventing war on Earth is 
stupid" ( 149). Since "the sheer number of casualties transcends the limits of personal 
empathy" (Freese 221 ), the Tralfamadorian assessment of truth ironically presents the 
only comforting alternative to moral sensitivity. If historians. ende.avor to present a 
non-emotional, non-biased accounting of the past, then the Tralfamadorians 
successfully achieve what historians attempt. ·The test of success, hpwe.ver, must be 
whether the conclusions one draws from Tralfa.madorian philosophy are.truthful in 
both a factual and an emotional sense, whether they encourage moral sensitivity, and 
whether they empower individuals who had been rendered powerless by previous 
versions of history. 
In this regard, Tralfamadorian theory is not successful. While indeed 
transcending temporal limitations and saving one from the degenerative effects of 
time, they do not release Billy from the past, for they cannot eliminate his memory of 
Dresden. They do encourage Billy to " [i]gnore the awful times, and concentrate on 
the good ones" (150), but they cannot truly liberate him from the bonds of temporality 
and causality, nor from his emotional response to Dresden. Although this philosophy 
does "justice to the comic absurdity of his life" (Scholes 39), it does not justify that 
absurdity. What, then, does time travel and the challenge to temporality contribute to 
Vonnegut's consideration of recorded history and truth? Tralfamadorian philosophy 
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reveals the impotence of a historical approach to past evenis when it considers moral 
sensitivity unnecessary to interpretation. The similarity between historical texts that 
understate the loss of human life, as demonstrated earlier, and Tralfamdorian theory, 
emphasizes the callous nature of both and highlights the need for a more humane 
vision of truth as reflected in recorded history. 
In Twain's No. 44, 44ffraum introduces Augustffheod6r to the possibilities of 
time travel to escape from the degenerative effects of te':llporality and to open the past 
to reinterpretation. "Through 44, August learns that linear time' can be circumvented, 
and the story he narrates', like the naps 44 provides, often has no dependence upon 
time" (Harris 3 7). Although the' story does begin with a reference to a particular time 
-- "It was in 1490 -- winter" (22 1 ), it rarely provides markers for the passage of time, 
nor are there numerous allusions, as there are in Slaughterhouse-Five, to historical 
texts or events that place this narrative within a temporal framework. The chronology 
of the story is thus already nebulous when 44/Traum enters the scene with his powers 
over time. He reveals his nature when he tells Augustffheodor his age: "I am sixteen 
thousand years old -- counting as you count" (642). When he brings AugustrTh.eodor 
food from America, he claims that he has been there "in the past, in the present, in the 
future" (3 13). As the Tralfamadorians do for Billy, 44ffraum employs the'ability to 
transcend time to teach Augustffheodor a new way to view truth and past events. 
The narrator describes 44ffraum as an entertaining narrative historian: "He 
was back in the old ages once more now, and making them live before us" (649). His 
knowledge of the past allows him a clearer understanding of reality than 
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Augustffheodor. For example, he knows that. "Man is made of dirt -- I saw him 
made" (649). Because he sees the future, he knows the limitations humans have in 
trying to order their universe or to control their own lives. As it does for the 
Tralfamadorians, knowledge of the past, present, and future leads 44ffraum to 
understand that humans have no ability to control their lives. "He is always choosing, 
and in nine cases out of ten he prefers the wrong" ( 670). 44/Traum, unlike humans, 
"knows no wrong, and never does it" ( 679). His philosophy is free of guilt and 
causality, whereas humans cannot experience this freedom because "they cannot see 
into the future" (695). Death also holds no control over 44/Traum. After his 
execution "by supernatural flames" at the order of Balthasar the magician, he 
reappears, to Augustffheodor's surprise, stating that "(i)t wasn't an illusion, I died 
( . . . .  ] it is nothing, I have done it many a time! "  (3 13). August's duplicate, Emil 
Schwarz, created by 44ffraum and endowed with similar abilities to transe,end time, 
expounds on the joys of a state of existence outside temporal limitations. "We wear 
no chains, we cannot abide them; we have no home, no prison, the universe is our 
province; we do not know time, we do not know space -- we live,. and love, and labor, 
and joy" (370). As with Tralfamadorian philosophy, however, one must .question 
whether 44/Traum's understanding of time allows for a more truthful, vision. 
To 44ffraum, all events are of equal significance. "You people do not suspect 
that all of your acts are of one size and importance, but it is true; to snatch at an 
appointed fly is as big with fate for you as [ . . .  ] the conquering of a continent" (696). 
By traveling through space and time to the home of the Brinker family, 44ffraum 
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demonstrates the futility of human endeavor, for Johann Brinker's heroic efforts to 
save Father Adolf from drowning only result in his incapacitation and his family's 
ruin. In another such journey to a French factory village, where children and adults 
alike work fourteen hour days and live in squalor, 44/Traum shows August/Theodor 
that there is very little difference between the life of "a misdoer in jail" and "the 
innocent and the worthy" (671 ). Forty-four/Traum then offers his analysis of the 
events of human history: "Then h� dropped all seriousness and just overstrained 
himself making fun of us and deriding our pride in our warlike deeds, our great 
heroes, our imperishable flames, our mighty kings, our ancient aristocracies, our 
venerable history" (67 1 ). Unlike the Tralfamadorian advice to focus on the good 
moments, 44/Traum offers August/Theodor very little solace outside of the ability to 
at least rid himself of guilt since he can't influence outcomes. 
Although August/Theodor believes that the power to transcend space and time 
can be comforting, that "the world would be easier to live in than it is, for change of 
scene shifts the mind's burdens to the other shoulder and banishes old, shop-worn 
wearinesses from mind and body both," (69 1 )  he cannot have that power. 44/Traum's 
philosophy therefore does not redeem but instead condemns humankind to a measly, 
powerless existence. Time and again, the narrator expresses shock at 44/Traum's lack 
of moral sensitivity, while 44/Traum mocks this sensitivity, "moral sense," as pitifully 
ineffective and unnecessary. When August/Theodor considers how to solve a 
personal dilemma, 44/Traum suggests they kill the two individuals in question. At 
his human companion's disapprobation, 44/Traum responds that "they've got to die 
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anyway, and so the when isn't any matter. Human beings aren't of any particular 
consequence; there's plenty more, plenty" (358). After 44/Traum engineers the fate 
of several townspeople in order to prevent various injustices, August/Theodor 
remarks that he "didn't seem to know any way to do a persou � favor except by killing 
him or making a lunatic out of him" (736). While 44/Traum views the.past as a 
repeating pattern of selfishly motivated violence enacted upon the pow�rless, who 
cannot prevent and must therefore be resigned to their fates, the narrator continues to 
register surprise at his conclusion that human life is meanµigless or unimportant. 
What can one make of the pattern of violence and destruction evident throughout 
time? While time travel enables an "epistemolqgical escape from the prison of 
history" (Harris 39), it does not provide August/Theodor with a morally satisfying 
analysis of the past. As White observes, a view of the past as meaningless "could 
lead, not to the apprehension of human freedom and dignity, but to pessimism, 
lassitude, and submission to fate. The sublimity of the spectacle of history had to be 
transcended if it was to serve as an object of knowledge and deprived of the terror it 
induced" (70). 44/Traum's understanding of the past shows the false nature of any 
historical account that ignores the value of life and gives something else precedence -
- for example, the church's interpretation of recorded history as taught by Father 
Peter. 
Mark Twain and Kurt Vonnegut challenge the reader's attempts to find 
meaning by layering their texts with multiple claims to truth and varied approaches to 
assigning truth-value in both fiction and in historical narrative. The ambiguous 
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nature of the versions of the past offered by the Tralfarnadorians and 44/Traum 
exemplify thls technique. The ending of No. 44 leads the reader to question the truth­
value of the text, and the questionable sanity of Billy Pilgrim in Slaughterhouse-Five 
also gives readers reason for doubt. Both texts portray characters assessing truth­
value, often erroneously, supporting the notions that truth-making is a precarious 
endeavor, that all truth is subjective, and that both institutions and individuals should 
always remain open to new attempts to assess truth. 
The attempts of various characters to ascertain truth, and their often mistaken 
conclusions, demonstrate the importance of a careful assessment of truth-value. The 
narrator of Slaughterhouse-Five models a careful search for truth in chapter one, 
when he declares the difficulty of writing about Dresden. "I thought it would be easy 
for me to write about the destruction of Dresden, since all I would have to do would 
be to report on what I had seen. [ ... ] But not many words about Dresden came to my 
mind" (2-3). A simple description of what one can sense -- see -- is not an adequate 
account, although perhaps sufficient to a historian attempting to let events tell 
themselves with no narrativizing. Roland Weary, Billy's compatriot behind enemy 
lines, creates for himself a version of his own war experience that, while true to 
himself, is not reflective of the facts. In his mind, he "tied in with scouts, and they 
become close friends immediately. " Weary and the scouts "called themselves 'The 
Three Musketeers"' (53).  In Weary's self-serving view of reality�'he and the scouts 
save Billy's life and win Bronze Stars. In the narrator's account, the scouts abandon 
Weary as soon as they realize that he thinks of them as "The Three Musketeers." 
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Two versions of  the same events demonstrate the need for one to  exercise discretion 
when deciding where to give credence. As White asserts, the e�istence of "two 
versions of the same set of events" necessitates some (!ttemp.t at a "true account of 
what really happened" (20). Kilgore Trout demonstrates the false authority given to 
written accounts. He tells Maggie White, a guest at. Billy's anniversary party, about a 
novel he wrote in which "mourners sprinkle parsley iUld papri}\a" on a "gre(}t French 
chef." She asks him if the event really happened, and he responds, "If I wrot� 
something that hadn't really happened, and I tried to sell it, I could go to jail" (f 1 8). 
Her acceptance of his story demonstrates how easily one can be manipulated, and 
how important it is to questlon what is given as authoritative truth. 
In Slaughterhouse-Five, Billy Pilgrim's questionable sanity works as the 
central component to the assertion that all truth must be questioned, for the narrative 
centers on his experience in attempting to come to terms with the bombing of 
Dresden. The narrator occasionally insists on the veracity of his time travel, 
distinguishing it from hallucinating or dreaming. When Billy sees hi,msel.f "skating, 
doing tricks in sweatsocks, tricks that most people would consider impossible," the 
narrator calls this vision a "hallucination" which "gave way to time-travel" (64). The 
time travel that follows is a different event altogether in which Billy is speaking to the 
Lion's Club. While hospitalized in the prison camp, Billy dreams of "a garden of 
giraffes" and then "'traveled in time" ( 126). While in the hospital after his plane 
crash, "Billy [ . . .  ] dreamed millions of things, some of them true. The true things were 
time travel" (200). Although the narrator suggests the reality of time travel, there are 
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reasons to doubt. While in the prison camp, Billy exhibits signs of a breakdown: "He 
went on shrieking until he was carried out [ ... ] put to bed and tied down, and given a 
shot of morphine" ( 125). While in optometry school, Billy commits himself to "a 
ward for nonviolent mental patients," and while there "the doctors agreed: He was 
going crazy" ( 127). He has "a terrible scar across the top of his skull" when released 
from the hospital and "was quiet for a while" (32). When he starts talking about his 
Tralfamadorian experiences, it is "without any warning" (32) and his story bears a 
striking similarity to the plot of a Kilgore Trout novel he read while in the :veterans 
hospital, The Big Board, about"an Earthling man and woman.who were kidnapped by 
extra-terrestrials. They were put on display in a zoo on a planet.called Zircoh-2 12" 
(257). Doubting Billy's sanity while simultaneously understanding his need to deal 
psychologically with his experiences lends a level of sophistication to the reader's 
understanding of reality. Efforts to consider these nuances are rewarded with 
meaning. While the Tralfamadorian experience isn't factual, it is truthful in that it 
represents Billy's desperate attempt to cope with what he witnessed in Dresden -- an 
immense loss of life and apparent depravity of humanity. 
In No. 44, the final revelation that August/Theodor's entire experience was a 
dream challenges the reader's attempts to discover truth within the narrative. 
Suggestions that the plot is a dream occur throughout the narrative, and the reader 
must also consider the potential truth-value of dreams as a creative outlet for the 
subconscious. Emil Schwartz, August's duplicate, refers to himself as "habitant to the 
august Empire of Dreams" (370). August, however, considers his own "imagination" 
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paltry in power compared to Emil's "dream-equipmentl' (344). When describing the 
act of creation, 44ffraum declares that "[a]ll things that exist were made out of 
thought -- and out of nothing else" (333). This declaration- speaks to the concept of 
imaginative power, and while in its context this comment contrasts the god-like 
ability to create against the inability of humans to originate new concepts, it merits 
reconsideration in light of 44/Traum's final revelation that.he is August's creation. 
The disclosure that, like Billy Pilgrim, Augustffheodor has created his own reality, 
from his paradoxical religious beliefs to his understanding of the natural universe, 
suggests that he has the power tQ controJ tlt�treality. The conclusion that 
Augustffheodore has creative pqwer contradicts 44ff raum's earlier as.sertiol\, that 
humans are powerless to control their lives. Unlike closed historical accounts, this 
ending leaves room for interpretative difference and remains open for fresh 
assessments of truth. Critics read this ending various ways. Donald Malcolm 
suggests that the ending is meant "to release man from the prison of earth by 
annihilating it and its attendant imprisoning agents -- history, religion, and the false 
God" (43). Henry Nash Smith concludes that "Mark Twain's deepest view was that 
dreams are both true and false. They are our only access to truth, but we cannot be 
certain what this truth is. We do not know how to read them because we do not know 
how to read ourselves" (qtd in Rohman 77). Jason Hom believes the ending is a "gift 
of human freedom" (1 19). Although humans do create evil, 44ffraum encourages 
August/Theodor to "Dream other dreams, and better! "  (404). Whether one sees this 
dream ending as solipsistic or symbolic of imaginative powers to create truth, Twain 
leaving the conclusion to the reader demonstrates a faith in the reader's ability and 
willingness to search for truth. The open conclusion implies a confidence that "the 
sagacious reader will be able to discern the truth in spite of any attempts an author 
might make to obscure those truths" (Camfield 23 1 ). 
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Twain and Vonnegut acknowledge that fiction is "a discourse that openly 
adopts a perspective that looks out on the world and reports it" while recorded history 
falsely claims to "make the world speak itself' (White 2). Any truth proposed bi 
either is subjective, for purely objective truth is not possible. Both authors portray 
recorded history's presentation as morally insensitive and often manipulative and find 
its claims to neutrality mistaken and even dangerous. They counter such ah approach 
to the past with fiction that speaks truth through layers of meaning, taking full 
advantage of the emotive power of fiction to challenge false analyses of the past. 
They thus rewrite history, not definitively, for they've established the difficulty of 
asserting truth, but at least with a moral sensitivity that values life above all else. 
In No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger, 44/Traum cynically describes "the 
progress of the human race" as a continual pattern of killing. With vivid detail, he 
transcends time to "turn the place into the Garden of Eden" and then portrays the 
murder of Abel by his brother Cain. The vision continues with "a long series of 
unknown wars, murders, and massacres" (717). Eventually, "Christianity ano 
Civilization march hand in hand," bringing destruction in their wake. Finally, 
44/Traum reveals future "slaughters more terrible in their destruction of life" and ends 
with a discussion of the "chiefest ambition of the human race" -- to kill (719). While 
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August/Theodor expresses shock at 44/Traum's characterization of the human race, 
the reader must note that what disgusts 44/Traum is a disregard for human life. The 
capacity to kill in a "sweeping and adequate way" demop;;trates the depravity of 
humanity and this killing is unfortunately often done in the naµie of Christianity. 
Those who wage these wars, "usurping little monarchs and nobilities".(720), treat 
their subjects poorly even though their luxurious existeqce rests on the willi:µg backs 
of commoners. In Twain's irreverent rewriting of history, he criticizes authority for 
its callous attitude toward the value of life an9 empowers indiviquals with a truthful 
account of the subjection they face when they allow the dom�nance and perpetuation 
of morally insensitive historical narratives tha.t.ignoi:e the worth o.f the individual. 
Slaughterhouse-Five also offers a rewriting of the past that adds sensitivity to 
a previously unsympathetic historical narrative. The narrator recalls the moment of 
the discovery of Dresden, when he and his fellow American prisoners-of-war are led 
above ground by their four German guards. This moment is not recalled with the 
certain authority of a history text, but with difficulty. At Billy Pilgrim's �iversary 
party, a barbershop quartet performs "That Old Gang of Mine" and "Billy had 
powerful psychosomatic responses [ . . .  ] as though he were being stretched pn the 
torture engine called the rack" (220). He continues to appear to enjoy the party, 
though, insisting that nothing is wrong, but when the quartet sings again, he has the 
same response. He concludes that this "was proof that he had ii ·great big secret 
somewhere inside, and he could not imagine what it was" (221). Billy finally decides 
he must delve into his memory and find "an association with an experience he had 
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long ago."  The narrator suggestively indicates that Billy "did not travel in time to the 
experience"' but "remembered it shimmeringly." His memory goes to Dresden, the 
night of the bombing, and recalls the sounds "like giant footsteps" (226) above the 
slaughterhouse. At noon the next day they finally exit the shelter to discover that 
"Dresden was like the moon now, nothing but minerals" (226). lfhen Billy discovers 
the powerful connection between this moment and his response to the barbershop 
quartet. 
The guards drew together instinctively, rolled their eyes. They 
experimented with one expression and then another, said nothing, 
though their mouths were often open. They looked like a silent film of 
a barbershop quartet. 
"So long forever," they might have been singing, "old fellows 
and pals; So long forever, old sweethearts and pals -- God bless 'em" --
. (227) 
Instead of focusing on his own response, Billy humanizes the event by portraying the 
reaction of those most affected, the German guards who discover the complete loss 
they've just experienced, responding only with shocked silence. There's no discussion 
of war strategy or revenge, for this narrative focuses on the human toll: In the very 
next scene Billy is on Tralfamadore, retelling the same experience with the 
deterministic nonchalance he's learned there, but at this point it's clear that 
Tralfamadorian philosophy, a "so it goes" recounting of the past, does not suffice for 
Billy Pilgrim in his real life. He's not able to look only at the good moments, or to 
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view Dresden as merely "an unfortunate combination of circumstances" (240) as 
neutral history texts would. His subconscious will not let him even pretend to accept 
anything less than a fully sympathetic view of the past, for " [e]very so often, for no 
apparent reason, Billy Pilgrim would find himself weeping" (78). 
Vonnegut and Twain effectively warn readers to question what they are told, 
whether by historical narratives or religious and political leaders, as merely subjective 
versions of reality. Since all versions of truth are biased interpretations of perceived 
facts, from beings with limited perception, their truth-value can be as questionable as 
that offered in fiction. In this light, "fact and fiction become thus not just coextensive 
but also porous, potentially cross-fertilizing each other in ways that prove decisive for 
the writing of history and fiction alike" (Furst 4). Both authors have been recognized 
as successful truth purveyors, and literary conventions such as time travel aid their 
attempts to open historical accounts to new assessments of truth. Scholes notes this 
point in Vonnegut: "The truth of Vonnegut's vision requires its fiction. ( . . .  ] Art, as 
Picasso said, is a lie that makes us realize the truth. Kurt Vonnegut is a true artist" 
(39). Camfield, describing Mark Twain's contribution to our understanding of truth, 
suggests that he successfully concluded that "human emotion is the measure of the 
only truths that should matter to human beings" (236). Any reader today, victim to 
the blending of fact and fiction presented as entertainment news and reality television, 
should consider the value of emotional truth, especially if it leads to a more humane 
reality. As activist artists, Twain and Vonnegut attack the artifice of societal 
institutions in order to recreate more humane truths, and they encourage their readers 
to question rather than simply accept the truths that they have perhaps too easily 
considered sacred. 
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Chapter 3 :  The Artist-Activist: Hope Qespite Despair 
Both Twain and Vonnegut fulfill the role of the artist-activist, appealing to 
readers through their ethic, literary style, and humor, and this popular appeal is 
essential to their activism. They then satirize, pointing out the ills they observe in 
humanity and institutions. This satire comes tempered witl}. instructive vision for 
change, stimulated by the creative power of the imagination. Due to an ultimately 
sympathetic attitude toward humanity and a desire to maintain accessibility, they are 
neither strongly satiric nor overtly didactic. This ambiguity is something for which 
they receive criticism but actually promotes the success of their message. They thus 
discharge the duties of the artist and citizen responsible for shining aligpt on hidden 
truths in order to identify and reprehend institutions and individuals responsible for 
the ills of society and then provide hope for change. 
In the introduction to The Artist and Political Vision, Benjam,in Barber and 
Michael McGrath encourage readers to consider the importance of the artist as an 
active participant in politics and ultimately as the torch-bearer of a vision that should 
inspire others to work on behalf of that vision. 
Whether they treat one another as comrades or adversaries, it seems 
apparent that the artist and the statesman, the poet and the legislator, 
occupy some of the same ground and pursue many of the same 
objectives [ . . . .  ] Whether art "stands above ryality to gaze on the current 
situation from the heights" or engages actively in shaping that reality, 
it is concerned with vision. (Barber and McGrath ix) 
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The literary art of Twain and Vonnegut attempts to study human reality, facing hard 
truths about human nature and moral responsibility, as discussed in the first chapter of 
this thesis, and questioning the nature of the truths we live by, as discussed in the 
second. The enduring nature of both authors' work suggests that their vision for 
change transcends their contemporary circumstances and continues to resonate with 
modem audiences. 
The manner in which both authors approach theiF topics appeals to readers who 
may find strong satire and didacticism unpleasant. Both No. 44 and Slaughterhouse­
Five represent Twain and Vonnegut's struggle to discover the values of humanity, as 
discussed the first chapter of this thesis, and John Gardner identifies this struggle as 
an important characteristic of effective moral art. Instead of forcefully defending a 
preconceived notion of morality, both authors question and consider with an "honest 
search for and analysis of values" (Gardner 1 9). In fact, Twain and Vonnegut don't 
necessarily ever draw firm conclusions regarding moral issues, a contrast to the 
disdainful assertion of superiority often to be found in those advocating for a 
particular view. The emotionally troubled presentation of the subjects explored in 
Slaughterhouse-Five and No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger is indeed far too irresolute 
to be sermonic. Both authors abstain from overt sermonizing, clouding any resolution 
in their characters' insanity, in Vonnegut's case, or espousal of solipsism in Twain's. 
When he taught writing at the University of Iowa writer's wo&shop, Vonnegut 
said he didn't have particular techniques to teach but rather hoped to instill in his 
students a "sense of wonder" (Klinkowitz and Somer 25), and such a sense is 
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apparent in his own writing. The first chapter of Slaughterhouse-Five suggests a 
searching, uncertain approach to the topic. Several times, the narrator says that he 
needs "help remembering stuff'' (5). He asks himself "about the present: how wide it 
was, how deep it was, how much was mine to keep" (23), a poignant expression of his 
"sense of wonder" and an indication of the tone with which he approaches his subject. 
And although by the end much will have been said about everything from human 
nature to the Dresden fire-bombing, the first chapter claims that that message will be 
"short and jumbled and jangled [ ... ] because there is nothing intelligent to say about a 
massacre" (24). Vonnegut ensures the accessibility of his work by telling the reader 
that he finds the topic difficult and isn't sure what-to say al;>out it. This confession 
wo_rks as an emotional appeal and an artistic sleight-of-hand, because Vonnegut's 
"intelligent" voice does indeed have its say, albeit in the "telegraphic schizophrenic 
manner" suggested in the subtitle to the book. 
Mark Twain exhibits a similar delivery in No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger. His 
narrator, Augustffheodor, retells his experiences with the "stranger," 44/Traum, with 
a clear sense of wonder and doubt. While on one hand 44/Traum "made us drunk 
with the joy of being with him" (643), August/Theodor does express disapproval of 
this.stranger, continually desiring to "reform" the sinner "and persuade him to lead a 
better life" (69 1). Although intrigued by "the mastery [he] had over time and 
distance" (722), the narrator comes to believe that 44/Traum's methods of helping are 
less than desirable. "We fully believed in [44/Traum's] desire to do us kindnesses but 
we were losing confidence in his judgment" (7 15). The narrator's ambivalence 
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towards the stranger allows Twain's characters tu pose pronouncements upon human 
nature and societal institutions without clear indications of authorial support. The 
revelation at the end that the entire experience, and life itself, was a dream obscures 
any possible resolution in ambiguity, and therefore the text reads more as a 
questioning deliberation than a diatribe. Witnessing a thoughtful approach to moral 
issues encourages readers to identify with the import of these works more than they 
might if the authors had approached the topics in a stridently assertive manner, 
enhancing the effectiveness of their activism. 
Twain and Vonnegut also appeal to the reader through their ethic, literary style, 
and presentation of humor. Their ethics, as they .both claimed, are universally human 
first and American second, and only in the sense that American ideals are democratic 
and libertarian, not nationalistic and sectarian. When asked in an interview whether 
he believes he is a radical, Vonnegut responded that he stands for the values he was 
taught during the Great Depression, when "America was an idealistic, pacifistic 
nation" ( Wampeters 2 77). In decrying abuses of power on behalf of victims of that 
power, he appeals to a larger readership than he would otherwise. When Vonnegut 
points out flaws of humanity, he does so with a degree of tenderness, the reader not 
doubting that he includes himself as flawed. The subtitle to Slaughterhouse-Five, 
"The Children's Crusade," accompanied by numerous references to soldiers as mere 
children robbed of their innocence by the depravity of war, appeals to the reader's 
sympathy and an inclination to see war as perpetuated by governments at the peril of 
their citizenry. As noted by Howard Zinn in Artists in Times of War, "[t]he people 
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who fight the wars are not the people who benefit from the wars" (7 1 ). The 
dedication of the book to persons Vonnegut personally knew and included as 
characters in the novel -- Gerhard Muller, a German cab driver whose mother was 
killed in the Dresden fire-bombing, and Mary O'Hare, an American mother who 
doesn't want children to go to war -- confirms his desire for this war novel to be 
sensitive to the interests and ideals of humanity, not merely to a particular national 
interest. Jess Ritter, teaching at San Francisco State College in the 1 970s, <?bserved 
the effect of Vonnegut on his students. They identified with his emphasis on the 
importance of community and his challenge to governance. Ritter viewed Vonnegut 
as following the traditio'fl of previous artist-activists, although "on a sharp left turn 
down the crooked road to the absurd. [ . . .  ]not a surrender to meaninglessness but a 
wholehearted, raucous Bronx cheer for the false pieties and Aesopean language of 
rampant technology and the cold war" (35). Indeed, Vonnegut's "raucous" jeering 
engages the plebeians, not just the erudite or social aristocracy. 
Twain also appeals to the powerless as opposed to the elite establishment. The 
values to which he appealed throughout his career contributed to his popularity, and 
they are evident in No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger. Louis Budd observ:es that his 
honest portrayal of the hypocrisies and quirks of average people endeared him to his 
readership, and he made "great writers and high culture look more approachable. [ . . .  ] 
Twain aimed the promotion as well as the contents of his books at the broadest 
literary public" (Introduction 3,9). In a personal copy of Thackeray's essay on Swift, 
Twain underlined an important commentary on the moral gravity that underlies 
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humor: " [t]he humorous writer professes to awaken and direct your love, your pity, 
your kindness -- your scorn for untruth, pretension, imposture -- your tenderness for 
the weak, the poor, the unhappy . . . .  He comments on all the ordinary actions and 
passions of life about. He takes upon himself to be the week-day preacher" (qtd in 
Foner 84). Twain's portrayal of the church and mqnarchy's control of its citizens 
encourages sympathy for the individual and antipathy for the institution. The "one 
only mission" allowable for August!fheodor and his fellqv.;: c\tizens -- "to labor for 
him [the monarch], bleed for him, die for him" -- reminds the reader of the 
interminable call to war in which, as Zinn comments, citizen� fusp.t .and government 
profits. The reader's sympathy continues to be cast on the side of the suffering, such 
as in the case of the persecution of accused witches. In one scene, a woman who 
heals sick people by "bathing them, washing them, and nourishing them instead of 
bleeding them and purging them" and thus faces execution for witchcraft is described 
as running from a mob until "at last she was exhausted and fell . "  Then, as the angry 
mob hangs her, August/ Theodor describes "her young daughter looking on and 
weeping" (722). The portrayal of the French factory town where the wealthy owners 
are "very holy" but pay their workers "only enough to keep them froll} dropping dead 
with hunger" (670) also suggests an ethic attuned to the dispossessed rather than the 
privileged. 
The influence of Twain's literary style on modem American literature hardly 
needs discussion, and just as Twain eschewed the formalities of Victorianism, 
Vonnegut's postmodern literary style rejects the conventions of Modernism. In their 
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preface to The Vonnegut Statement, Klinkowitz and.Somer.: note that some artists 
present themselves·as the "public cultural spokesman," while otl:\ers are the "alienated 
self-proclaimed prophet. " When the artist chooses the latter role as superior, the 
relationship between the artist and society suffers .. Both. Twain and Vonnegut have in 
common, through their style and values, an anti-intellectual middle-class 
spokesmanship, and are what Klinkowitz describes as "spokesmen who addressed 
the crucial issues of their day in the most direct mann�r ana in the'mt>st personabl5' 
appropriate voice" (Vonnegut in Fact 1 1 ). 
Vonnegut's literary style matches his middle-class spokesman.snip., Vonnegut's 
friend, neighbor, and reviewer John Irving quotes Vonnegut himself revealing his 
stylistic strategy. "We must acknowledge that the reader is doing something quite 
difficult for him, and the reason you don't change point of view too often is so he 
won't get lost, and the reason you paragraph o�en is so that his eyes .won't get tired, 
so you get him without knowing it by making his job easy for him" (qtd in Irving 2). 
Characterized by short sentences, informal diction, and even illustrations, Vonnegut's 
style, while intricately designed, appeals to his contemporary audience. While the 
language is simple, the narrative structure works to constantly surprise the reader's 
expectations. The inclusion of limericks, songs, poetry, novels, history texts, and 
more give his work a rich texture and scope. Peter Freese even recognizes 
"cinematographic techniques of hard cuts, associative fades, and artful montage" in 
Vonnegut's incorporation of elements (2 1 4  ) . A few pages of chapter three in 
Slaughterhouse-Five demonstrate Vonnegut's style, although any section of the novel 
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would suffice. Bumper stickers with slogans such as "Impeach Earl. Warren" are 
described as Billy looks out his office window at his Cadillac El Dorado Coupe de 
Ville. He then reads an article in The Review of Optometry, and a paragraph of text 
from that publication is quoted. Suddenly Billy is in the past, being thrown into 
shrubbery by German soldiers so they can pretend to capture him for a propaganda 
photo, and as he comes out of the shrubbery, his smile is "at least as peculiar as Mona 
Lisa's. " Within a paragraph he's driving t�ough "Ilium's black ghetto," where riots 
have recently taken place, causing damage that reminds Billy of Dresden after the 
fire-bombing. The juxtaposition of such varied references exemplifies the style 
throughout the book and resembles Tralfamadorian novels, "brief clumps of symbols 
separated by stars" with no obvious relationship except that when seen all together 
"they produce an image of life that is beautiful and surprising and deep" ( 1 1 2). 
Vonnegut's literary style engages the reader with its simple language presentations, 
textured pattern of allusions, and short scenes. 
Twain's reception among literary academics was often diminished by the very 
devices that he employed to engage the reader, such as the idiomatic language of his 
characters. The Boston Transcript referred to his style as "rough, coarse, and 
inelegant" (Kesterson 1 7) .  Although not nearly as colloquial as the language of 
earlier works such as The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, the dialogue of characters 
in No. 44 is informal when appropriate and enhances characterization. There are 
Katrina's idioms, such as "my wage is bail for that" (23 7) and "you ornery beer-jug" 
(287), and the course insults from Frau Stein, the master's wife, like "Shut your 
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mouth you hussy, and mind your own affairs and keep to your own place! "  (235). 
The casual narrative voice of the August/Theodor, a young boy with the naivete of 
Huckleberry Finn, also enhances the accessibility of this text. His lively descriptions 
of "the printing force" illustrate this voice. Hans Katzenyammer is "huge, strong, 
freckled, red-headed, rough. When drunk, quarrelsome. Drunk when opportunity 
offered. " He describes Moses Haas, another rough sort, as "liable to say acid things 
about people and to people; tak� him all around, not a pleasant' character." Moses and 
Ernest Wasserman, "cruel, underhanded, treacherous," have."half fondness for.each 
other," according to r\ugust/.Theodor; because of their .similar characteristics, which 
he classifies as-'\lown among the lower grades of traits" �2,33). • Rhetorically and 
emotionally, August!fheodor's narration is honest and lucid. Allen Gribben 
characterizes Twain's as "a style of prose that speaks to us almost contemporarily, 
less impeded by linguistic locutions than that of any other humorist -- or of virtually 
any other writer, for that matter -- of his day" (32). For both authors, their l iterary 
style appeals, like their ethics, to a varied readership, not only to the literati, 
Readers usually don't mind some sermonizing if it accompanies a good dose of 
humor. Ranging from ribald to sentimental, Vonnegut's humor enables. his activism, 
as William Veeder notes: "Vonnegut does want us to share his convictions. 
Therefore, he is not going to try to beat us into submission or shout us down. He 
knows that these methods have, at best, little effect. Instead, he becomes the 
engaging, charming, funny storyteller, because he knows that that is the most 
effective way to "poison minds with the truth."  ( 140). Humor often diffuses the 
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reader's discomfort in dealing with such explosi\'7e subject matter, allowing and 
encouraging further exposure to the painful content. For example, the repetition of 
"Poo-tee-weet? " as the response to the fire-bombing of Dresden relieves the intensity 
of emotion with its absurdity yet prompts continued consideration of the event. The 
narrator's observation that "Poo-tee-weet? " is "all there is to say about a massacre" 
(24) attests to the meaningful silence, the realization that an appropriate {e'Sponse 
doesn't exist because �uch atrocities extend beyond language and reason. This sort of 
humor "does not disguise the awful things perceived; it merely strengthens and 
comforts us to the point where such perception is bearable. Comedy can look into 
depths which tragedy dares not acknowledge" (Scholes 38). Although seldom angry, 
Vonnegut's humor is occasionally bitter, as in the narrator's incongruous and 
surprising comment about Dresden on the first page: "There must be tons of human 
bone meal in the ground" ( 1 ). More often, however, the humor in Slaughterhouse­
Five is "engaging, charming," and "funny," as characterized by Veeder.. The humor 
sweetens the bitterness of truth Vonnegut wants to slip to his readers when they're not 
paying attention. For example, there's the description of the Tralfamdorians as pure 
visual humor, "shaped like plumber's friends" with "a little hand with a green eye in 
its palm" on top (33). The hilarity of their appearance belies ths;:ir fatalistic1 
philosophy. Billy Pilgrim's appearance similarly creates visual humor, from his body 
"shaped like a bottle of Coca-Cola" to his increasingly hilarious apparel, culminating 
in silver boots, blue toga, and "his hands in a muff' ( I  9 1  ). The.Dresdeners assigned 
to guard the prisoners-of-war are relieved to see the ridiculous, weak �erican. 
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"They smiled, and then they laughed. Their terror evaporated. There was nothing to 
be afraid of. Here were more crippled human beings, more fools like themselves. 
Here was light opera" ( 1 9 1 ). The narrator's comments here point to the purpose of 
humor throughout the text, whereas in portraying the "ridic;ulous, weak" nature of all, 
the humor emphasizes common humanity. 
Milton Rickels observed that Twain's humor was suited to hi� experiment with 
fatalism in No. 44, citing Coleridge's truism: "Laughter is equally the expression of 
extreme anguish and horror as of joy" (qtd in 565). As in Slaughterhouse-Five, 
Twain's text presents humor ranging in tone. "Engaging, charming" humor such as 
Veeder ascribes to Vonnegut can be found throughout Aug_µst's narration, and most 
often he's unaware of the humor himself. The existence of "dream selves" and 
"duplicates" leads to absurd comedy. August loves Marget Regen, who loves 
August's duplicate, Emil. Marget's dream self, Lisbet Von Arnim, however, loves 
August. The physical humor culminates in a scene in which Marget slips into her 
dream state while with Emil, and August, making himself invisible, courts her in front 
of his befuddled duplicate. When she wakes from her dream self, she resumes her 
romance with Emil, forgetting August altogether. In his anger, he attempts to "kick a 
couple of [Emile's] teeth out" but finds that his "mouth was employed and I could not 
get at it" (35 0). Such scenes do little to advance the plot but do entertain the reader. 
In this spirit, the reader finds the scene in which a future sJave 44/Traum brings from 
America entertains August, shocking him at first, as what August/Theodor considers 
"a terrible and ferocious spectre" who "would bound as high as the ceiling, and crack 
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its heels together, and yah-yah-yah! like a fiend" and:then break into a rendition, in "a 
sort of bastard English," of "Buffalo gals can't you come out tonight" (334).  Soon, 
however, the appalling song and dance becomes "noble pathos'l when the slave sings 
another song. He entertains August with "Way down upon' the Swanee river" and 
August states that "there was never anything so beautiful, never anything so heart­
breaking" (356). Twain reminds the reader of humanity's suffering, yet coats the bitter 
pill in humor. August!fheodor at one point expresses dismay·at 44/Trauin's tendency 
to laugh, complaining that "nothing was serious to him, levity was the blood and 
marrow of him, death was a joke" (329). Human foibles "amuse and interest" {74 1 )  
44/Traum, and he eventually answers to the accusation of levity, suggesting the utility 
of humor. "Will a time come when the race will detect the furininess of these 
juvenalities and laugh at them - and by laughing at them destroy them? Fot your 
race, in its poverty, has unquestionably one really effective weapon - laughter" (736). 
Twain offers the reader the power of laughter as a remedy to despair, positing that 
with humor, "perhaps they could at long last begin living as truly free-Beings, willing 
and able to face the hard demands of life honestly and courageously and without the 
deceptive solace of childish illusions" (Boller 1 60). 
Once Twain and Vonnegut engage the reader through accessibility 
characterized by their ethics, literary style, and humor, they satirize, pointing out the 
ills of society. Both Twain and Vonnegut, however, avoid strong satire and 
didacticism, which suits the intention to appeal to a wide audience. In this case, can 
they have the resolution and intensity one would expect from an activist, driven by a 
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particular philosophical viewpoint? Unrestricted by the rules of rational thought one 
would apply to a philosophical theory, fiction or any artistic medium can be fairly 
questioned as a valid vehicle of activism. Herbert MarcJ.ISe, in One Dime.nsional 
Man, asserts that art's unique ability to access humanity's conscience makes it the 
only "expression that could take up where religion and philosophy left off' ( qtd in 
Serrano 4). Elaborating on Marcuse, Amy Serrano characterizes art as "a prism 
through which social realities might be portrayed through a veneer of non-reality 
allowing a greater degree of diffusion -- and in turn -- awareness and acceptance" (5). 
Marcuse and Serrano thus validate the ability of art to access the conscience and to 
facilitate awareness, essential steps in the process of activism. Chapter One of this 
thesis demonstrates Vonnegut and Twain's emphasis on the importance of exercising 
one's conscience despite contrary societal constraints, which Marcuse points to, and 
Chapter Two discusses the need to consider carefully one's version of reality. 
Appealing to the conscience and encouraging awareness don't complete t� activist's 
objective. The activist must also point out the flaws of his or her target and then offer 
a vision for change, which both Vonnegut and Twain accomplish in a manner that 
suits their artistic objective. 
Artist-activists create art with a moral purpose, calling attention to perceived 
wrongs in humanity and its institutions. Zinn notes this artistic call to duty, 
commenting that " [i]t is the job of the artist to transcend -- to think outside the 
boundaries of permissible thought and dare to say things that no one else will say. 
Fortunately, throughout history we have had artists who dared to do this. I think of 
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Mark Twain, the' great novelist who wrote stories'that everyone loved" ( 1 4). Zinn 
also acknowledges Vonnegut's activism: "He wrote about the British and American 
bombing of Dresden [ . . . .  ] To write about this and denounce it in nonfiction would 
have been difficult, but Vonnegut was able to reveal the horror of Dresden in a novel" 
(28). Although not strictly satirists, both authors employ satire to.speak against 
iniquity. For both authors, most of their satire is relatively general, not specifically 
targeting individuals. Instead, they target human weaknesses. The most notable 
target besides human nature, for both authors, is organized religion. 
The subtitle to Slaughterhouse-Five, "The Children's Crusade," introduces 
Vonnegut's stance toward the role of religious institutions in human history. Reading 
from a text titled Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds, the 
narrator reports that "the grand result of all these struggles" was the loss of "millions 
of [Europe's] treasures, and the blood of two million of her people" in return for the 
"possession of Palestine for about one hundred years! "  (20). According to· this text, 
the Children's Crusade was actually a scheme by which two monks hoped to·profit by 
selling thirty. thousand children into slavery in North Africa. They told the children 
they'd be going to Palestine to fight and instead sent them to Africa. While many 
drowned in shipwrecks and more were sold into slavery, a portion were mistakenly 
sent to Genoa, where they were "fed and sheltered and questioned kindly" and then 
"sent back home" (2 1 ). In this illustration, true virtue rests not in the church but in 
the "good people of Genoa" (21 ). Later in the same chapter, the narrator refers to the 
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, ironically observing that " [t]he world was better 
off without" the "vile people" who were destroyed. .Then.he sympathizes with Lot's 
wife, who. "did look back, and I love her for that, because it.was so .human" (27-8). 
Here, Vonnegut emphasizes the violent nature of God's relationship With humanity, 
citing God's destruction of a city within his novel about the destruction of a city by 
humans. The parallel, if suggestive, questions the propensity of humanity to imitate 
God's wrath more than God's love. When Roland Weary shares his obsession with 
"neat torture" devices, the narrator remarks that Billy "had contemplated torture and 
hideous wounds at the beginning and the end of nearly every day of his .childhood" 
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( 48) because of a "ghastly crucifix" his mother had placed on his bedroom wall.  The 
crucifixion then becomes central to the text's satire of Christianity when Eliot 
Rosewater, Billy's roommate in the mental ward of the veteran's hospital, �escribes a 
Kilgore Trout novel titled "The Gospel from Outer Space. " Dissatisfied with his 
observation that "Christians found it so easy to be cruel," an extraterrestrial ll"isitor to 
Earth, deciding that "the intent of the Gospels was to teach people, among uther 
things, to be merciful, even to the lowest of the low," decides to rewrite�the stqry of 
Jesus. In this version, although Jesus "still got to say all the lovely and �uzzling 
things he said in the other Gospels," he was not God' son, but "a nobody'J and an 
agitator against "people with better connections than he had.'' During his crucifixion, 
God's voice declares that he's adopting this "bum as his son"' and' "giving him the full 
powers and privileges" that accompany his status. The lesson in this revision would 
then be that God "will punish horribly anybody who torments a oum who has no 
connections!" ( 1 40). This revision suggests that the intention·ofthe scriptures isn't 
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the target of satire, but instead, the use that some religious and political leaders make 
of that scripture to justify violence instead of mercy. In his most recent publication, 
Man Without a Country, Vonnegut comments that "if Christ hadn't delivered the 
Sermon on the Mount, with its message of mercy and pity, I wouldn't want to be a 
human being" (8 1 ). He also notes, however, that while "the most vocal Christians 
among us never mention the Beatitudes," they do "demand that the Ten 
Commandments be posted in public buildings" (98). Hypocrisy becomes Vonnegut's 
satirical target. The disregard for life evident in the Dresden fire-bombing led 
Vonnegut to question the validity of claims to religious righteousness made by 
anyone who then ignored the very tenets of their faith. 
Mark Twain's satire of Christianity also points to the hypocrisy of those who 
perpetuate injustice in the name of God. Early in No. 44, Twain portrays a priest 
cajoling his congregation into giving generously to the church, citing several miracles 
as evidence of the wrath awaiting the unfaithful if they fail to fulfill their pecuniary 
duties (273-5). The tendency to focus on God's judgment rather than love, targeted 
by Vonnegut in Slaughterhouse-Five, also receives notice in No. 44, and in an even 
stronger tone. The Bishop suspends Father Peter for "talking around in conversation 
that God was all goodness and would find a way to save all his ,poor human children" 
(228). Then 44/Traum describes the role of the church in what "it calls civilization." 
In his view, "Christianity and Civilization march hand in hand through those ages, 
'leaving famine and death and desolation in their wake"' (718). Looking into the 
future, 44/Traum predicts that the Christian "will have so greatly improved the deadly 
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effectiveness of his weapons of slaughter that all men will confess that without 
Christian civilization war must have remained a poor and trifling thing to the end of 
time" (7 1 9). This observation targets not just individuals who misuse religious ideals 
but governments that wage war on behalf of ideals that they believe they alone 
possess. To 44/Traum, this egocentric view informs most religious thought, as his 
definition of "irreverence" suggests: " [i]rreverence is another person 's disrespect to 
your god; there isn't any word that tells what your disrespect to his god is" (386). In 
the final scene, 44/Traum lambastes August/Traum's "dream" of an organized religion 
in which injustices abound. 
Strange, indeed, [ . . .  ] a God who could make good children as easily as 
bad, yet preferred to make bad ones; "Yho could have made every one 
of them happy, yet never made a single happy one; who made them 
prize their bitter life, yet stingily cut it short, [ . . .  ] who frowns upon 
crimes, yet commits them all; who created man without invitation, 
then tries to shuffle the responsibility for man's acts upon man; [ . . .  ] 
and finally, with altogether divine obtuseness, invites this poor abused 
slave to worship him! (405) 
In "Bible Teaching and Religious Practice," published posthumously in 1 923, Twain 
comments that when people stop an injustice that has been supported by biblical text, 
it is their interpretation of the scripture that changes, not the scripture itself. When 
the church body protests a doctrine, the church eventually wants to "get back his 
trade" and therefore adapts, "gradually, reluctantly, and never yielded more at a time 
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than the pressure compelled" (qtd in Smith 42). Over time, Twain observes the 
church slowly revising its attitude toward issues such as slavery. He doesn't attribute 
this positive change to the church itself. "Why? Because the world has corrected the 
Bible. The Church never corrects it; and also never fails to drop in at the tail of the 
procession -- and take the credit of the correction" (43). As does Vonnegut, Twain 
directs his satire not toward scripture itself but towards religion as interpreted by its 
adherents. 
Although generally targeting governing and religious institutions, Vonnegut 
and Twain acknowledge the role individuals play in permitting the propagation of 
injustice in their behalf. Whether due to apathy, ignorance, or selfishness, people 
tend to allow their own sense of justice to .be overruled by those who govern in their 
behalf, as the first chapter of this thesis suggests. The tendency to attribute 
responsibility to both individuals and societal institutions diffuses the effect of their 
satire. One may thus find fault with the label of activist for Twain and Vonnegut 
since they often don't target specific issues or individuals in the way that traditional 
juvenalian satire does. C.D.B. Bryan criticizes Vonnegut for not satirizing targets 
worthy of his full creative powers, suggesting that he had material enough to launch a 
bitterly satirical campaign against American military might, but instead, "settle[d] for 
such lovely, literate, amusing attacks upon such simple targets as scientists, 
engineers, computet technicians, religion, the American Legion, artists, [and] 
company picnics" (36). Twain also was considered more a humorist than an activist, 
although both authors published a range of non-fiction commentary on political issues 
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in which they clearly vilify specific individuals and issues. Twain's letters to editors 
and news commentaries on many issues of his day are readily available. Vonnegut 
still occasionally writes for the Chicago-based on-line publication, In These Times. 
But their fiction, more widely read and influential than their political commentary, 
tends toward the "literate, amusing attacks" Byran describes. 
Rather than weakening their purpose of identifying sources of injustice, and 
ostensibly their power as artist-activists, the reduced nature of the satire irr their 
fiction may instead better serve their activist aims. In Satire, A Critical 
Reintroduction, Dustin Griffin presents a study of satire's influence, concluding that 
politics is not affected by satire to any noticeable extent. He determines that satire 
has not "had much effect on the world of practical politics, either to support tradition 
or to subvert it" ( 1 52). In regards to targeting specifics as Bryan would like.td see, 
Griffin observes that " [s]atires that transcend their immediate occasion and. 
circumstances" are "of greater value" than those which aim at specific individuals · 
( 1 1 8). Further, in "From Catch-22 to Slaughterhouse- V: The Decline of the Political 
Mode," Thomas Hartshorne discusses a shift in American activism, from focusing on 
specifics to generalities (28). He believes this change occurred due to tlie •· 
ineffectiveness of targeting specific issues, arguing that the artist, while not always 
powerful enough to change the system, can, as Vonnegut stated in an interview with 
Robert Scholes, influence those who will become leaders .in .the future (Scholes 1 07). 
Choosing general causes of society's ills as satirical targets helps ensure the longevity 
and relevancy of the art. Its effect on the reader can be fresh with each generation, as 
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has been the case with both authors. By targeting "all pretensions to dominance, 
mastery, and control based upon convictions of righteous certitude" (Hartshorne 31 ), 
Twain and Vonnegut's activism aims not at the entire system but at "minds and 
hearts," which must be reformed before any institutional change is possible. 
The activist must not only identify causes of injustice but also must provide 
models and methods of positive behavior and vision for change. In On Moral 
Fiction, Gardner describes what he believes should be the purpose of good art: to 
reestablish the values essential to humanity. "Art asserts and reasserts those values 
which hold off dissolution, struggling to keep t}le mind intact.and preserve the city, 
the mind's safe presen'e. Art rediscovers, generation by generation, what is necessary 
to humanness" (6). Both Twain and Vonnegut claim this purpose for themselves, 
arguing that perceptions of them as irreverent to "religious" or "American" values are 
wrong, and that they are merely attempting to remind Americans of their basic values. 
Despite this claim, their works, namely Slaughterhouse-Five and The Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn, have faced censorship attempts, and they have joined company on 
a long list of works deemed inappropriate by American school boards. Twain, in 
"Monarchical and Republican Patriotism," discounted the accusations of anti­
patriotism that were leveled against him. His explanation sounds much like a 
description of an activist movement: "In the beginning of a change the patriot is a 
scarce man, and brave, and hated, and scorned. When his cause succeeds, the timid 
join him, for then it costs nothing to be a patriot" (qtd. in Zwick l 32). Vonnegut 
similarly views himself, believing that his are basic American values learned in his 
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junior high school civics class (Wampeters 277). Often, what an activist elucidates is 
simply basic ethical values "which may have been inadequately expressed or 
inequitably applied within the traditional cultures but w�tnout which no humane and 
enlightened society can operate" (Crossley 297). Twain and Vonnegut, as artist­
activists, send America reminders of its basic valtles as a positive model which 
answers to the apathy, disregard, and inhumanity exhibited amply in both No. 44 and 
Slaughterhouse-Five. 
The first chapter of this thesis provides evidence from both texts of ethical, 
altruistic behavior in order to characterize human nature. Here, such examples 
demonstrate the instructive nature of both texts, which, while not a dominating force, 
allows for_positive activism. From Billy Pilgrim's observation of Adam and Eve as 
"so innocent, so vulnerable, so eager to behave decently" (68) to the narrator's 
portrayal of the prisoners of war as "quiet and trusting and beautiful" while sharing 
limited resources (90), Slaughterhouse-Five balances the identification of humanity's 
depravity with models of loving, humane relationships and behaviors. The narrator 
reminds the reader of the innocence of youth, which society corrupts rather than 
protects, through several references to the Children's Crusade as well as the inclusion 
of young people affected by the attack on Dresden, such as soldiers in their teens and 
the "thirty teen-age girls" who "were German refugees from Breslau, which had been 
tremendously bombed" (202). The ethical behavior implied here is that children must 
be protected, which the narrator models through the sub-title of the book and the 
concern of characters interested in ensuring this protection, such as Mary O'Hare and 
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Billy Pilgrim, who asks the Tralfamadori� how he can prevent war, for he has seen 
"the bodies of schoolgirls who were boiled alive in a water tower by my own 
countrymen" ( 148). The narrator even provides his own daughter to the catalog of 
young as she accompanies him to visit Bernard O'Hare, she and her friend "wearing 
white party dresses and black party shoes, so strangers would know how nice they 
were" ( 1 5). 
In both this text and in commentaries outside the novel, Vonnegut often depicts 
his friendship with Bernard O'Hare, his "old war buddy," as a source of comfort (4). 
In the first chapter of Slaughterhouse-Five, they travel to Dresden together, and "had 
a million laughs" together (25). In Palm Sunday, Vonnegut comments that after their 
shared experience in the Dresden fire-bombing, "each of us continued to care about 
where the other one was, and how the other one was, [ . . .  ] and made jokes, until a little 
past midnight on June 9, 1 990, a date which for me will live forever in infamy. That 
is when my buddy died" (97). Through the inclusion of this relationship in 
Slaughterhouse-Five, Vonnegut posits the value of community, of the importance of 
love in helping individuals cope with the nature of existence elucidated in Vonnegut's 
fiction. The portrayal of such relationships also reminds the reader of the 
inconsistency apparent in treasuring some lives and not others, merely because those 
other lives are far away. In fact, Slaughterhouse-Five attempts to erase that distance, 
continually humanizing the Germans with whom Billy Pilgrim comes in contact. For 
example, one of Pilgrim's guards in Dresden, Werner Gluck, is revealed by the 
narrator to be a distant cousin to Pilgrim, although this is "something they never 
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found out" (20 1 ) .  The response to the fire-bombing is described through the 
perspective of the German guards, not the American prisoQ.ers-of-war. The 
interaction between the American prisoners-of-war and their guards in Dresden 
suggests that they had more in common than differences. "Here were [ . . .  ] more fools 
like themselves" ( 1 9 1 ). Vonnegut thereby indicates the importance of empathizing 
with individuals instead of dehumanizing them as "the enemy" or "the other." Billy 
Pilgrim's desire "to comfort so many people with the truth about time" turns " [t]he_ 
cockles of Billy's heart" into "glowing coals" (35). The hospital staff, in contrast to 
Professor Rumfoord, "was devoted to the idea that weak people should be helped as 
much as possible" (247). The selfless behavior of these characters provides the 
reader with ethical models as alternatives to the cruel inhumanity illustrated in 
Slaughterhouse-Five. 
Twain's No. 44 also assuages his satire with didacticism though models of 
ethical behavior. Just as Vonnegut's friendship with O'Hare illustrates the importance 
of loving human relationships, Theodor's friendship with his friends Seppi anct 
Nikolaus exemplifies the value of such fellowship in The Mysterious Stranger. The 
narrator says their friendship started "from the cradle" and that they were."fond of one 
another from the beginning, and this affection deepened.as the years went on" (635). 
When Seppi and Theodor learn of Nikolaus's upcoming death, they provide one 
another comfort: "I locked my arm in his [ . .. ] and at last the talk came and flowed 
freely, and it was all about Nikolaus and was· a recalling of the life we had lived with 
him" (703) .  During their last days with their friend, they are "gentle and tender and 
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yearning" toward him and spend their time together' doing whatever Nikolaus enjoys. 
He responds to these proffers of love with "pride in it and gratefulness for it" and 
"said he had never had such a happy day" (704). Although Sepp�.and Theodor find it 
extremely difficult to maintain a facade of joy in Nikolaus's last.ho.urs, they try, and 
when the narrator looks back on those "eleven awful days," he finds.that "they are 
still a grateful memory to me, and beautiful" (705). Through this friendshjp, the boys 
provide one another solace and emotional support that alleviates the mempry of 
sorrows. While it cannot prevent misfortune, their mutual affection meets a human 
need for respect and dignity that, as Twain suggests, will not be filled through the 
intervention of the church or state. And as 44/Traum asserts, although under his 
fatalism one cannot control. the consequences of one's actions, if "sincerely trying to 
do (someone] a kindness," one should be comforted (714), regardless of success. 
There are additional models of ethical, loving behavior among No. 44's 
characters. In Father Peter, his niece Marget, their housekeeper Ursula and Marget's 
friend Wilhelm, the narrator portrays another community that models such behavior 
for the reader. When Father Peter is imprisoned, Ursula works hard to take care of 
Marget, begging throughout the village to do washing even though she's too weak to 
carry it (660). Wilhelm risks his reputation and law career to defend Father Peter 
from false accusations. The Brinker family also demonstrates loving sacrifice, four 
sisters giving up their own lives in order to nurse and comfort their chronically 
incapacitated brother and grief-stricken mother (32 1 -2). The traveling printer, 
Doangivadam, defends the underdog, standing up for the narrator, Katrina, and 
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44/Traum against the crew of print-shop workers. The print-shop master, Heinrich 
Stein, despite the "displeasure along the line" from his workers;promotes 44/Traum 
and offers his friendship, telling him that "[y ]ou have earned friends, and it is not 
your fault that you haven't them" (25 1 ). Stein later suffers a potential loss to fortune 
because of this altruistic measure, yet he stands by his decision. The relationship of 
Katrina to 44/Traum exhibits a strong character fighting in defense of the innocent. 
Katrina stands up to the menacing bunch of printers and her I!listress when she 
defends 44/Traum, insisting that "[h]e's out of luck, there's nothing else the matter 
with him" (236) while the rest quickly decide that "he had the look of a murderer and 
a thief' (236). Once he's under her wing, Katrina devotes herself to 44/Traum, and 
the narrator describes the relationship as mutually beneficial. "Her old hungry heart 
was fed, she was a mother at last, with a child to love, -- a child who returned her love 
in full measure, and to whom she was the salt of the earth" (244). This array of 
characters willing to unselfishly defend and protect others demonstrates the 
possibility of positive behaviors and balances against the conduct Twain satirizes 
elsewhere in the text. 
Both Twain and Vonnegut portray ethical, altruistic behaviors, indicating the 
possibility of a more humane conduct than that presented in their satirical judgments 
of society as a whole. Such a positive message is essential to the artist-activist. 
Despite the foundation for activism in their strong moral purpose and wide appeal, it 
can be difficult to see in Twain and Vonnegut any of the hope for change inherent in 
activism. Many interpretations of No. 44 and Slaughterhouse-Five question whether 
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such hope exists for these authors, for despite the evidence of ethical behaviors, there 
is little suggestion that an individual's ethics can impact ilie depravity of humanity 
when an individual's conscience is so easily suppressed due to' ·societal pressures. In 
this light,, activism would hardly be worth the effort, yet Twain and Vonnegut wrote 
nevertheless. 
Vonnegut'� critics have questioned his power as an activist, identifying the 
quietism of Billy Pilgrim as symptomatic of a rather weak acceptance of fate. That 
quietism has also been interpreted as a side effect of black humor, "an expression of 
human inadequacy in the face of the complexities of the universe" (Cacicedo 357). 
The text of Slaughterhouse-Five expresses doubts regarding the power of literary art. 
Billy Pilgrim happens upon a meeting of writers and critics at the radio station where 
he plans to go public with the Tralfamadorian warnings. The topic of ihis meeting is 
the failure of literature, one critic commenting that "people couldn't read well enough 
anymore to turn print into exciting situations in their skulls" (264). This doubt 
affected Vonnegut's writing students as well, in his observation: 
[W]hen I taught at Iowa and Harvard, the students could write 
beautifully but they had nothing to write about. Part of this is because 
we've learned over the past eight years that the Government will not 
respond to what we think and what we say. ( . . .  } It's a hell of a lot more 
fun to write a book that influences affairs in some way, that influences 
people's thinking. ( Wampeters 274) 
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The second chapter of this thesis questions.assut11ing that Vonnegut speaks 
through Billy Pilgrim, and the reservations Vonnegut expr�ssed as a writing instructor 
do not negate the underlying hope that inspires him, despite doubts, to c.ontinue his 
activism through his art. The importance of imagination and creativity in supporting 
one's vision for change is evidenced in the text of Slaughterhouse-Five. Eliot 
Rosewater suggests the power of literature when he tells Billy t11at "ev�ything:there 
was to know about life was in The Brothers Karamazov," although he then complains 
that it "isn't enough any more" ( 1 29). He suggests that "wonderful new lies" are 
necessary to inspire people to want to live. Billy's Tralfamadorian visions or Kilgore 
Trout's science fiction may be those new lies, imaginative stories that help one cope 
or inspire one to either change the world or change his or her perception of it. The 
narrator remarks that "Science fiction was a big help" in Billy and Eliot's attempts "to 
re-invent themselves and the universe" ( 1 28). One Kilgore Trout novel, The Big 
Board, inspires Billy's comforting hallucination and new life-philosophy regarding 
time. Another, The Gospel from Outer Space, suggests a revisionist biblical history 
that encourages Christians to protect the weak. For Vonnegut'� characters, 
imagination allows one to better understand the nature of,humanity and the universe 
and provides coping tools. The utility of imaginative fiction, then, can qe the same, 
and therefore one may suggest that Vonnegut provides prescripJive ther,aRuetic 
indications of how readers should read his work. 
Imaginative vision should inspire activi�ts to hope for a positive outcome. 
Billy Pilgrim's imaginatively inspired theory about time allows him to envision the 
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reversal of warfare. While watching "a movie about American bombers in the 
Second World War," Billy sees "a few German fighter planes" which "sucked bullets 
and shell fragments from some of the planes and crewmen" (93). In the United 
States, "factories were operating night and day, dismantling" bombs, and once the 
chemicals were separated and removed, specialists "put them into the ground, to hide 
them cleverly, so they would never hurt anybody ever again." Then,i "extrapolating," 
Billy imagines that eventually in this process of reversal, perfection can be achieved 
when "all humanity [ . . .  ] conspired biologically to produce two perfect people named 
Adam and Eve" (94-95). This is the sort of imagining or which an activist must be 
capable in order to understand the potential value of his or her vision. Reversing time 
allows one to erase mistakes and also to consider the possible results of the success of 
a vision. The conclusion of Slaughterhouse-Five also sustains the notion of the 
power of imaginative vision as inspiration to activism. Although the end of the novel 
is not the end of the narrative, for it has a recursive nature, the ending does suggest 
renewal. "And somewhere in there was springtime," the narrator observes, and at the 
same time, "World War Two in Europe was over" (274). The trees are budding, and 
the narrator describes a lone vehicle in the street, a wagon which "was green and 
coffin-shaped" (275). Then " [b]irds were talking" and "(o]ne bird said to Billy 
Pilgrim, 'Poo-tee-weet? "' (275). The images of spring and the color of the wagon, 
green, implies new life. The coffin shape of the wagon reminds the reader of the 
Tralfamadorian belief that death is not permanent. A renewal and rebirth are thus 
suggested in the ending, indicating hope. 
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In the preface to Wampeters, Fama, and Granfalloons, Vonnegut declares that 
"the only way in which Americans can rise abov.:e their ordinariness, can mature 
sufficiently to rescue themselves and to help rescue the planet, is1hrough enthusiastic 
intimacy with works of their own imagination" (xxv). More recently, speaking at the 
University of Wisconsin in 2003, he told his audience that art "is a way to make your 
soul grow" (Knowing What's Nice 1 ), reaffirming the power of creativity. For 
Vonnegut, the artistic process offers redemption to humanity, as Updike observes in 
his analysis of Vonnegut's work: "the halo of process, of metamorphosis and 
recycling, [ . . .  ] redeems the destructiveness in human history" (46). Vonnegut knows 
that with "a little imagination and heart we can [ . . .  ] dismantle our own self­
imprisoning machinery and become whatever we choose to become" (Broer 1 38). 
Vonnegut's answer to "why do you write" is unequivocal. "My motives are political. 
I agree with Stalin and Hitler and Mussolini that the writer should serve his society. I 
disagree with how writers should serve. Mainly, I think they should be -- and 
biologically have to be -- agents of change" (Wampeters 237). If we test him 
according to Klinkowitz's gauge -- "[T]he real question is not how firmly convinced 
he is about the possibility of reform, but whether he believes in it at all; any amount 
of conviction is enough" ( Vonnegut in America 1 3  7) -- then Vonnegut passes the test 
and is indeed an artist-activist. 
Textual evidence can also be found in No. 44 that despite his pessimism, 
Twain understood the power of the imagination in inspiring a vision for change. 
While many argue that Twain is  ultimately pessimistic about the potential for 
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individuals or institutions to change, Mary Lyndon Shanley and Peter G. Stillman, in 
"Mark Twain, Technology, Social Change, and Political Power," suggest that drawing 
conclusions based simply on his cynicism oversimplifies the issue: 
For political analysis the issue is not really Twain's optimism or 
pessimism. To put the matter differently, Twain's co.mgrehension of 
politics is not reducible to abstract concepts of optimism or pessimism. 
Rather, [ . . .  ] Twain takes a clear position about political change and 
about the source and locus of virtue and goodness. Twain sees virtue 
as resting not in the state or society, but in the individual, family, or 
small community, when separated from government and powerful 
social institutions. (284) 
Like Vonnegut, Twain believes that hope for improvement rests in individuals 
when removed from or under limited institutional control. Chapter One observed that 
both authors found human nature to flourish as a sympathetic, life-<;J.ffirming force 
much more when.not under the restrictive influences of socie41l institutions. '(wain 
never suggests that government or organized religion can inspire wiqespread 
improvement without the impetus of individuals who have learned to create a vision 
for change, not controlled by society but instead inspired froJ.11 within. Despite 
critical responses that question characterizing Twain as an artist-activist, readers can 
find hope for improvement. The very act of writing proves activist intentions. "Mark 
Twain, believing that the art of [writing] may somehow transcend history, never 
ceased to write [, e]ven when his faith in the power of the literary art would sustain 
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only the writing of fragmentary works" (Simpson 443). Howells affirms this point: "I 
warn the reader that if he leaves out of the account an indignant sense of right and 
wrong, a scorn of all affection and pretense, an ardent hate of meanness and injustice, 
he will come infinitely short of knowing Mark Twain" (59). 
No. 44 abounds with references to imaginative power: the duplicate printers, 
created by 44/Traum and therefore products of August/Theodor's imagination, are 
described as "a capable lot, with their measureless imaginations" (3 1 6).  The power of 
thought, 44/Traum declares, is responsible fqr " [a]ll things that exist," (333) and he 
tells August/Theodor that "as long as I am with you, you have only to wish and find" 
(639). 44/Traum's statements bespeak the power of the imagination especially when 
he identifies himself as a product of August/Theodor's thoughts. A scene of 
imaginative power very similar to one in Slaughterhouse-Five occurs when 44/Traum 
reverses time, erasing a long history of wars and reversing death -- "we saw Henry I 
gathering togetper his split skull" (400). Eventually even Adam and Eve are passed 
in the reverse journey through time, and the narrator reports that "we stood in an 
empty and soundless world" (403). At this point in the text, final revelation occurs. In 
John Tuckey's analysis, 44/Traum embodies the artist-creator, who, with "unlimited 
powers ( . . .  ] could make something out of nothing" (79). In such a spirit comes 
44/Traum's admonition to August/Theodor: "Dream other dreams, and better! " (742). 
After exposing inj ustices, 44/Traum urges August/Theodor to create a better world, 
using art, "dreams," to improve human conditions, and provides him a blank canvass 
by winding the temporal clock back to the b�ginning of time. Derek Parker Royal 
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further explains the relation between the dream entling of No. 44 and the creative 
powers of the artist-activist, proposing that " if (44!fraum] is a dream, the product of 
thought," then that dream has the power to "enlighten and emancipate [ . . . .  ] The 
Mysterious Stranger bestows upon the child a magnificent creative ability" ( 48). 
The perception that humanity has very little chance for improvement does not 
negate the necessity or potential effectiveness of activism. The activist organization 
Earthwalk presents as its philosophy "The Theory of Infinite Struggle," a belief that 
the struggle against corruption and injustice must continue indefinitely, that even after 
a revolution, obstacles to reform will exist due to flaws in human nature, as discussed 
in the first chapter of this thesis. "Until we come to grips with the idea that we 
ourselves and all human beings in the future will have to fight our whole lives against 
corruption, opportunism and elitism, we will carry illusions into the struggle that 
weaken the movement and set people up for failure" (Russin 2). This view, reflective 
of Gandhian philosophy, can be described as simultaneously pessimistic and 
optimistic -- and indicative of how Twain and Vonnegut could so negatively portray 
humanity and at the same time create art with activist intentions. 
In an address to the American Physical Society in 1 969, Vonnegut discussed his 
theory regarding the purpose of an artist as a "canary-in-the-coal-mine theory" in 
which "artists are useful to society because they are so sensitive" (Wampeters 94). In 
correspondence to a young girl named Dorothy Quick in 1 908, Twain wrote that 
creativity was "the driving power of the universe" and that he knew that he had this 
power. He encouraged Dorothy to use this power herself: "No matter what happens, 
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you must write" (qtd in Quick 1 60). Both authorslelt,blessed and occasionally 
burdened with creative powers that they may not always have understood. They took 
on the responsibilities of the artist-activist and felt inspired to create accessible art. 
" . 
Most importantly, both maintained hope in the power of their '!-ctivism. Twain 
c;,omments on the effectiveness of the pen in an interview in 1 899, when he sa7s that 
the relationship between England and America was given "a powerful impulse from a 
' literary source, the handicraft of the pen" (1;3udd 1 43). In reference to the Vietnam 
war, Vonnegut remarked that "we have reason to suspect that we have poisoned the 
minds of thousands or perhaps millions of American young people. Our hope is that 
the poison will make them worse than useless in unjust wars. We shall see" 
(Wampeters 229). 
In "History, Hope, and Literature," Nathan Scott explicates the philosophy of 
German thinker Ernst Bloch on modem literature's role in reflecting humanity's hope 
for a better future in contrast to the realities of history. Bloch defines man as "the 
creature whose nature it is to hope," whose "spirit dwells always in the uncertain 
space falling between that which is and that which is not yet" (578). Through 
imaginative vision, the writer places that "from which we seek liberation" into a 
"clarifying perspective." The desire to fictionalize life experience is a desire to fulfill 
a hope: "it is in the vision of not-yet-being that man finds deliverance from the 
oppressiveness of time in its presential mode, and finds in that deliverance his own 
true being" (5). Both The Mysterious Stranger and Slaughterhouse-Five exhort the 
reader to consider the future, for "acquiescence to the status quo-- that is, unconscious 
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choosing or inertia -- will determine the future according to tribalistic values" 
(Crossley 299). Scott concludes that writers' hopes exist in the act of "continuing to 
exercise [ . . .  ] freedom over that terrain with which [they] are in some fashion still able 
to reckon [ . . .  ] and bend their course towards some brave new worfd" '(600). That 
terrain is the imagination, full of power to address the psychological needs of the 
writer himself as well as strength to fan the flames of activism. 
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Conclusion 
Mark Twain 'and Kurt Vonnegut impart power to the reader with their 
emphasis on the potency of imaginative creation and their exhortation to question all 
truth. Although they clearly want readers to understand the human tendency to 
cruelty and selfishness, they also acknowledge the existence of altruism. Exposing 
false notions of reality, both authors free readers from perceptions of recorded history 
as closed to interpretation and enable revisions of historical narratives that, instead of 
perpetuating injustice, allow for more humanity. · Empowered with this knowledge, 
readers can then appreciate satire of formerly sacred institutions and societal 
behaviors and even endure satirical glimpses bf their own behavior as members of a 
larger group that exerts control over the individual. Didaciicism ·accompanies this 
satire as both Twain and Vonnegut present the reader with models of humanity and 
hope in the individual's power to imaginatively envision change. 
Both texts demonstrate the cruelty and brute emotion exhibited by characters 
such as Paul Lazarro and Roland Weary in Slaughterhouse-Five and by the print-shop 
workers and townspeople in No. 44. In Slaughterhouse-Five the inhumanity of those 
characters reflects the cruelty of the Dresden fire-bombing, but at the same time, 
other characters negatively judge such behaviors. In No. 44, characters such as 
Katrina and August/Theodor do reject injustice, but they don't always act against it. 
The passivity of characters in both texts in relation to inhumanity suggests the 
difficulty the individual faces against societal power structures, whether it is a 
country at war or a community condemning witchcraft. When the Tralfamadorians 
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and August/Theodor suggest fatalism, they present the reader with an answer to the 
problems of human nature that alleviates moral responsibility. However, the reader 
must eventually come to realize that, while comforting, tliis deterministic view does 
not satisfy one's need for autonomy, nor does it take away the burden of conscience, 
as demonstrated by Billy Pilgrim's weeping or August/Theodor's'tilrmoi'l when facing 
the death of his friend. If their philosophy doesn't satisfy the reader, then what can 
the reader gain through the ideas of the Tralfarnadorians and 44/Traum? What they 
do illustrate is the moral void left when one discounts free will and moral 
responsibility. Such a lack of humanity may work for characters in a Kilgore Trout 
novel that condemn halitosis-but accept the fire-bombing of civilians, but it is not 
ultimately acceptable for individuals to adopt such a view and therefore perpetuate 
inhumanity. 
The ability to reconsider truth-value comes as a response to the acceptance of 
moral responsibility. If humans have free will and are therefore morally accountable, 
then they must actively question all purported truths and must refuse to allow those in 
power to perpetuate historical accounts that encourage injustice. Chapter 1wo 
demonstrated ilie propensity of those in power to attempt to keep historical events 
closed to consideration: In both texts, the authors apply the standard that what is 
"true" must be "good." When studying historical accounts, they find that many 
historical narratives discount the value and dignity of the individual. Therefore, they 
are false. Silent acceptance of such lies allows for continued inhumanity, as 
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demonstrated b,Y the citizens of Eseldorf and Billy Pilgrim. Alternative truths must be 
both morally sensitive and open to further interpretations. 
The open nature of each text, enhanced by the elements of time-travel and 
dr�aming, allows both Twain and Vonnegut to satirize without seeming arrogant. 
Instead, by employing techniques that engage the reader, both authors appeal to 
generations of readers as activists who propose change and have the vision needed to 
support that change. Both No. 44 and Slaughterhouse-Five posit the power of the 
imagination to help one envision and therefore achieve improvement, employing "a 
highly personalized creative authority to investigate the realms of imagination" 
(Royal 46). An interviewer remarks of Vonnegut that " [a]n hour in the company of 
such an acutely-aware Eeyore could be dispiriting, were it not for his belief in the 
redemptive power of creativity anq his endless capacity for jokes" ("Kurt Vonnegut" 
1 ). While recognizing the difficulty of overcoming society's often negative influence, 
Twain and Vonnegut understand that each individual has a moral responsibility to act 
according, to conscience, and they portray characters doing so. Although one cannot 
be held accountable for the actions of the majority, one must remember that society is 
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made up of individuals who have the opportunity and even the duty to impose 
standards of truth and humanity to the institutions that work in their behalf. 
In a recent interview, Vonnegut quoted Susan Sontag: '"Ten percent of any 
population is cruel, no matter what. Ten percent of any population is merciful, no 
matter what, and the other eighty percent can be pulled in either direction.' That is so 
true" (April 6, 2006). Both Twain and Vonnegut realize the importance of appealing 
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to those who may be of good conscience but are unable to withstand pressures to 
conform, those who have a need for acceptance that overrides their individual will. 
To such people, Vonnegut comments in the same interview that his books say: "You 
are not alone, others feel as you do. "  This message activates an individual just as the 
mob does, ·only in this case in the cause of greater humanity rather than of injustice. 
Howard Zinn comments on the danger an author faces when taking on the activist 
role: "Twain dared to say things that so many in the country were not saying. Of 
course, right away, his patriotism was questioned" ( 1 5 ). Both authors are willing to 
take a risk and challenge conventional truth in order to improve society. In Artists in 
Times of War, Howard Zinn describes the power of art, stating that it has the ability 
"no only to make people feel good and inspired and at one with other people around 
them, but also [ .. . ] to educate a new generation to do this very modest thing: change 
the world" (91 ). As artist-activists, Twain and Vonnegut exhort the reader to examine 
the relationship between the individual and society as it impacts human nature. They 
ask the reader to question the nature of truth as presented by historians, politicians, 
and religious readers, and to exercise the imagination to create new versions of truth 
that transcend the cycle of injustice and inhumanity that has been perpetuated by 
those in power. Demonstrated in No. 44 and Slaughterhouse-Five, Twain and 
Vonnegut, as artist-activists, have hope. 
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